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EPEC EVALUATION DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

In 1970 The Ohio State University Evaluation ,Center was funded by the Officeof Education to design, operationalize and implement a Model Training Project(MTP) in Educational Evaluation. Of central importance to the project was thegeneration of high quality, transportable instructional systems. These instruct-ional systems were the responsibility of the Evaluation Center's instructionalDevelopment (ID) Unit. This paper presents the ID Unit's design for the thirddevelopmental test of an instructional system called EPEC, Evaluating the Processof Educational Change.

The Paper is organized according to the following topical out ne:

1.-- Delineating Information Needs

1.1 THE EVALUATION SETTING
1.1.1 Instructional Developm nt Unit
1.1.2 Description of EPEC

1.2 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
1.2.1 Antecedents to the Evaluation
1.2.2 The Decision Setting
1.2.3 The Criterion Variables
1.2.4 The Decision Rules
EVALUATION POLICIES
1.341 Access to Data Sources
1.3.2 Access to Evaluative Information
1.3.3 Eveiluation Responsibilities and Resources
1.3.4 Reportino Audiences and Schedule, ,

1.4 EVALUATION ASSUMPTIONS
1.4.1 Sampling Assumptions
1.4.2 Treatment Assumptions
1.4.3 Measurement Assumptions
1.4.4 Analysis Assumptions

2.. Obtaining the-Information

DATA COLLECTION
2 . 1. 1
2 2
2.1.3

Informa tion Sources
Instrumentation
Data Collection Design



2 .2 DATI% _RGANIZATION
The Unit of Organization

2.2.2 Storage and Retrieval Requirements
2 .3 DATA ANALYSIS

Providing the lnforma on

.1 DEFINITION OF THE REPORT AUDIENCE
3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE REPORTING MODE

Delineation.of Information Requirements.

1.1 THE EVALUATION SETTING

InstmctlonalDvelo mUi t
The Instructional Development (ID) Unit is composed of the Unit Director andfour Graduate Research Associates. One graduate student serves as managerof the team; another serves as evaluator. The Unit Director and remainingtwo students are writers for the team. Figure 1 presents an organizational
chart depicting the ID Unit's relationship to the MTP.
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InsU-uotional Development is currently based on the Center Instructional
Development (CM) Model presented in Appendix A. Since the development
of EPEC was initiated before the development of the CID Model, some of
the CID steps were not completed before the ID team began step 19.2,
Developmental Test. In particular, the Performance objectives were not
written (step 7.2) and mastery items were not.written (step 7.3) nor validated
(step 7.6). EPEC has already undergone two developmental tests and the
team is embarking on the third to begin November 1, 1972.

1.1.2 Description of EPEC

This package responds to the need Identified by the OSU Model Tr ining
Project in Educational Evaluation for materials to train educational evaluators
and evaluation-oriented educational leaders how to evaluate some aspects of
the educational change process. The need was identified through a context
evaluation performed by the adjunct professors, regular faculty and senior
staff of the OSU Educational Development Faculty.

EPEC is a nine module instructional system consisting of 30 hours of instruc
ional activities. The materials include an Instructor's Manual, Participant
Manuals and one cassette tape.

A.copy of the orientation to EPEC explaining the purposes and desc- bing
the content,- is included as-Appendix B.

The system has
--to provide participants an-experience in, process evaluation
--to provide part cipants opportunities.to try out some process evaluation skit s
--to iprovide_participants opportunities to identify the kinds of decisions ser
viced by a process evaluator

ree general purposes:

1 2 INFORNLATION REQUIREMENTS

1.2.1 ecedents

The primary impetus for this ,study is that eve uation is called for in the CID
Model. (step 19.2.5) to provide the ID team with information to aid in revision
f the instructional system. However, there is a secondary antecedent: since

some of the CID Model development steps were not completed, and since con-
siderable goal drift has been noted (see recorded documentation meeting of
October Il, 1972) there is the possibility that the outcomes of EPEC in itscurrent status may not be sufftciently isomorphic with the training goals of the
MTP to warrant continued development. It is hoped that this evaluation will
provide sufficient information about EPEC outcornes_to determine whether con-tinued revision is needed or warranted. (See minutes of the ID team meetingof October 25, 1972.)



.2 The Decision Sett_ JA-.91

The- major -deasion question to be answered-by this evaluation, is: -Do the
i--EPEC--learning activities need revision? Decisions regarding ,revisionof

EPEC _are made.by consensus among the ID team members. -.Evaluative inform-
ation is,thus to be directed_to the.team and preserved as a record for reviewby audiences specified under Evaluation..Policies, below.

Evaluative information should be summarized for the ID team within two days
of a module tryout. The summary must be appended with sufficient detail
to permit in-depth analysis when desired by the team.

In order to determine the probable expected outcomes of EPEC a member of
the ID team examined all the learning activities and listed the objectives that
were apparently expected of each,. Terminal objectives were separated from
instrumental objectives and became the target of evaluation. Three kinds of
information were then seen as needed:
I. the extent to which objectives are met in training,
2. the extent to which these objectives correspond to IsiiTP training objectives and3. the extent to which these objectives were valid and sufficient objectives of
an instructional system on evaluating educational change.
The present developmental test is to focus on only the first two information
needs with later evaluation studies focusing on the third.

To supplement information about objective attainment, an examine on of un-intended or un-explicated outcomes is also to be made.

1. 2 .3 The_ Criterion_ Variables,

The basic decision alternatives in ude:
retain a particular activity

2. revise a particular activity
3. add a new activity
Criteria for retaining an activity are specified below. Failure to meet these
criteria during the rest indicates that the ID team should consider revising the
activity or adding a row one.

For formative evaluation purposes, it is useful to examine 4 learning activ ty interms of those characteristics or elements that are changeable.

The following characteristics were identified for the deve1opmentaJ.test of EPEC.

Substantive Content: The Ideas, skills, principles, concepts, etc. that
are the instructional subject of the learning activity.
Purpose_: A statement of intention concerning the substantive content of
the learning activity.
Perforrnanced-based Objectives: The operationalization of the learning
activity's purpose--statements of what the participant will be able to do to
demonstrate that the purpose of the learning activity is accomplished.

= _
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The means by which the learning activity's substan-ye content is presented to the participants, e.g., a lecture, a roleplaying exercise, an observation schedule, a slide-tape show, or a theorypaper.
Material: The physical objects or apparatus used in the activity: therole play instructions, slides, tapes or printed theory papers.L arnin Environment S ecifications: Any special instructions concern ngthe nature of the environment that must be established for the learningactivity.
Entry. Behavim: (where applicable) General entry behaviors are specifor the package as a whole, however, some learning activities requirespecial entry conditions to be met if the activity is to succeed.Time Allotment: The amount of time allocated to an activity as spein the activity's materials.
feedback Procedures: The means of providing information concerningparticipant progress to the participant, the instructor, and the agencyproviding the training.

çmen: The chronological position of the activity within and acrossmodules.

It is obvious that some criteria are more appropriate during the conceptuali-zation and formulation stage of development than during the test stage. There-fore the criteria are divided into formulation and test criteria as follows

Formulation eria: that set of criteria to be met while constructing the
learning activities of the instructional system. Following the CID Model,these criteria are applied at several different points during the developmentprocess, e.g., Step 7: Define Performance Objectives or Step 18: Construct
Prototype. A learning activity of the instructional system is not consideredcomplete until the Formulation Criteria have been met for each of the learningactivity's elements. Meeting these criteria results in a conceptually sourprototype needing only empirical-validation. Formulation Criteria for each ofA LEARNING ACTIVITY'S (LA) ELEMENTS INCLUDE:

Substantive Content of the LA:
a. must be

purpose
b. must be

logically or theoretically relevant to the
of the module.
validated by experts.

Purpose_of the LA:
a. must be consistent with the purpose of the module.
b. must be accomplished as a necessari condition to

Meeting the purpose of the module. The conditional
bases may be logical, empirical, or. theoretical.

,
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nce-based Oh ectives of the
must state the learner,

b. must state the behavior product.
c, must state the cue or stimulus condition,
d. must state the limits of acceptable response,
e. must be logically related to the purpose of the

LA so that if the objective is attained, it can
be inferred that the purpose of the 14 is partially
accomplished.
must as a set, sufficiently cover the substantive
content of the activity.
must take into account the limitations of reality.
must be necessary to the LA purpose on logical
or theoretical grounds.

Media and Methods of the LA:
a. must be appropriate for

1)_the content,
2) the target Odience.
must be consistent with
1) learning theory,
2) communication (a/v) theory.
must be sufficient on logical or theoretica
grounds to accomplish the LA purpose.
muse be sequenced in a consistent and logical
manner.

e. must-be least costly and elaborate for the job.

,Materlals of the LA:
a. must be editorially adequate.

Learnin Environment S ecifice he LA:
must be necessarY and suffic ent to accoMplishing
the activity's purpose on logical or theoretical
grounds.=

pittrv Behaviors of the LA:
a. must be neceSsary and sufficient to accomplishing

the activity's purpose on logical or theoretical
grounds,

a. must be appropriate for the re
activity.

Feedback Procedures of the LA
a.- must be consistant with learning theo
b. must explicate a remediation procedure-when

ve value of the

_



10. Placement of the LA:
a. must be consistant with a model for the system.

must be consistant with learning theory.

Test Criteria: that set of criteria which must be met during a developmentaltest in order to retain an LA. (An LA that does not meet these criteria mustbe considered for revision. If the LA is revised,the original fonnulation crite iamust be re-applied.)

Substantive content of the LA:
a. must not be provided by the instructional manager.should be perceived by participants as relevant.

ose of th LA: (none)

Performance-based ob ectives of the LA
a. must be attained.

Media and Methods of h
a. must be perceiveu as satisfactory by

1) participants,
2) the instructional manager.

h. must be implemented as specified.

1_.tter_jjalgf_ti-ieLA-
a. must be perceived by participants as

ledgible
2) convenient to use
3) not overly expensive

-aPpealing,engaging
5) understandable
must be perceived by the instructional manageras appropriate
must be durable enough to fulfill their function.

Environmentr S ecifications of the_ A;

must be perceived as implemented by the observer.
must be perceived as necessary and sufficient by
1) the observer,
2) the instructor, and
3) the participants.

LA:
a. must be perceived as necessa

1) the observer, and
2) the instructional manager.



b may be .objectively assessed when needed.

.Time allotment of the
a. .must comespond with .the_-actua

during the developmental -tett;
b. must be perceived -as appropriate by

1) -participants and
2) instructional- manager

-edback Procedures of the LA:
mUst be.perceived.by- participan s as.adequa e
and not-disruptive.

consumed

10. P acernent of the LA:
a must be perceived by participant as appropriate-

in terms of sequence-and continuity'.

In addition to information about specific learning activities it is also desirableto obtain some macro information about the system as a whole. Two additi naltest criteria are intended to provide this macro information:

The outcomes of EPEC must be isomorphi
goals of,the -NITP.as perceived by
a. participants
b. EPEC developers

ith the training

12. The participant perceived outcomes of EPEC must
correspond to the outcomes intended by the develop-
ment team.

Since all information needs can not be anticipated in this design, a sumevaluation activity to follow the last module is planned. The evaluatoris to keep a log of important Issues and questions that occur and remain un-
answered during the test. Then the summary evaluation is to include a parti-cipant interview and other activities to provide the needed information.

Sin e this evaluation relates to a developmental test, ONLY THE TEST CRI-
TERIA ARE TO PIAY A ROLE IN THE EVKLUATION DESIGN. In Table 1 each ofLhe Test Criteria is presented, followed by the criterion decision rule, sourceof the relevant data and name of the instrument designed to obtain the data.

1.2 4 The Decision Ru es

If decisiOn alternatives are to be weighed in light of specified criteria, thenature of the relationship between decision alternatives and criteria mustbe clear. This relationship may be made clear through the eStablishment
of decision rules that describe what circumstances dictate the adoption of
what decision alternatives. Dticision rules are not difficUlt-ta deterinine
when the decision involves choice among alternative.strategies to a giVen±----



Criteria

1, Substantive content of the LA:

a..must not be provided by the instructional manag r
b, should be perceived by ak11clpants as relevant

2, time I (none)

3. Performanceives_of the LA:
a, must be attained

4 Media and tthods.of the LA:

a. must be perceived as satisfactory by
1. participants

2. the instructional manager,
b. must be implemented as specified,

5 Materials of the LA:

a..must_be perceived by participants as acceptable*
b. must be perceived by the instructional manager

as appropriate.

TABLE 1

Matrix of Information Requirements

Decision Rule Data Source

prpvided content=0 Observer
positive responsez85% Patticipant

Per Cent, (n90%)90%

affirmative respons

affirmative response

f deviatienS4

affirniative respons e

aflinative response

Participant

Participants

Inst. Mgr,

Observer

Participant

Inst. Mgr,

Instrumen

Observation Sche

PROBE

-

Performance TestE

PROBE-

InstrucCor PROBE:,

ObseNation Schet:

PROBE

Instructor PROBE:.!c, must be durable enough to fulfill their functin
affirmative response2:85% Participant PROBE6, Lemin..21rlyic1fications of the IA:

3. nthst be perceived as implemented by the observer f de1artures-4 Observerb, must be perceived as necessary and sufficient by
1. the observer,

f reported problems-4 Observer2, the. instructor, and
affirmative response Inst. Mgr.3, the participants.
affirmative responseZ85% Participant7 kttrY Behaviors of the Ltv,

a, must be perceived as necessary, sufficient and met
I.-the observer, and

f reported problern=0 Observer2. the instructional manager affirmative response Inst. Mgr,

*See test criteria for a breakdown of this.category.

-

Observation Sched

Observation Sched

Instructor.PROBE',.:

PROBE

Observation Sched

Instructor;PROBV.--:-,



_

Criteria

TABLE 1 cont.)

8. Time allotment of the LA:

a. 'must correspond with the actual time consumed

b, must be perceived as, appropriate by

,1 participants, and

Z, instructional manager

9. Feedback Procedures of theLA:

a. must be perceived by 2articipants as adequate
and not disruptive

10, Placement of the Lk

a. must be perceived by participants as appropriate
in terms of sequence and continuity

ll The outcdmes of EPIX.; must be :isomorphic with the

training goals of the MTP as perceived by
a. participants

b. EPEG'developers

12. The participant perceived outcomes of EPEC must

correspond to.the outcomes intended by the develop-
ment team .

discrepancies4

Data'Source Instrument-

Observer Obsetvation Schec

affirmative response285% Participant PROBE

affirmative response Inst. Mgr, Ipstructor PROBE'

irmative response 85% Participant PROBE

affirmative response 85% Participant Module Questionnz

..undetermined

_undetermined:

undetermined

Participant

bevelopers

SACS

SAES

Particiliants & Final

Developers

=

uestionnaire



end. Once the relevant criteria have been identified, that strategy bestmeeting those criteria-is the choice. However, in the instrudtional develop-ment process a different kind of decision setting often presents itself. Thedecision maker-must chopse betWeen retaining or revisirig:an LA based on_such information as th&LA's effectiveness in. meeting-objectiver its use--= _fulness as perceived by participants-. But, how well should objectives bemet? How useful should training be perceived--by what proportion ofparticipants? How does the decision maker avoid. arbitrarily specifying thecritical limits in a decision rule?

Various decision rules have been proposed for the instructional developmentdecision to revise/retain an LA. An often used convention is the 90-90decision rule to retain the unit if at least 90% of the participants meet atleast 90% of the objectives. This decision rule is probably an operational-ization of "most of the students should learn most-of the Material." ksimilarrule was proposed by EC Butler (1972Linvolving Use of the standard deviationof-the normal curve. After de aloping a sufficiently validated test 85% of atrained population should meet 100% 'Of the objectives.

Decision rules such as these stated strictly in terms of objective attainm nmay be practical in relatively few situations. It is difficult to take such adecision rule seriously when repeated experience has shown the difficulty andcost in time and Money to reach such-a level of mastery. The decision makermust ask himself if he seriously intends to revise for mastery. If other variablesenter into the decision, they should be included in the decision rule. Thedecision rule-should be as functional as possible. But it is often difficult to-eXplicate these variables.

These decision rules Can also force the decision maker Into a defensive pos-ture, having to defeild-departures:from the nile to thoge to whom he is account--able. The decision nile mUst-beirels_tated_each=pme there is a -departure
ee_and cbri-secfueritly-thei-iile-l6sis2 it-smielue in providing for systematic considerationand selection of decislon alternatives.

In order to avoid these problems and yet s ill Avoid arbitration in stating criticallimits it was decided that critical limits of the criterion variables shouldrelate to the relative importance of the variable and secondly, that the decisionrules should'dictate not "revise" alternatives, but only "consider revision"alternatives. 11,evidence suggested a need for revision as dictated by thedecision rule, then-another set of practical criteria would enter in'oril-the finaldecision. The effort to systematically determine and relate these practicalcriteria to the:decision alternatives by means of decision rules was consideredtoo great. These practical criteria may inClude:
I. Strength of the evidence suggesting revision.
2. Seriousness of the consequences of identified deficiencies.
3 Cost in time, effort and money to correct the system.

The ID team's confidence in the prognosis for the system's



During actual implementation of this phase of the evaluation design thereIS to be an examination of the kinds of variables that do enter into ID teamdiscussions and the decisions made to determine the fea.:_bility of system-cally gathering data about these variables.

Decision Rules for affirming that criteria are met are listed in Table I.
Criteria that are met leati to the decision to retain a learning activity in itspresent form. Unmet criteria lead to the decision to consider revision.

In general, the critical limits for decis on rules were set as follows:

For criteria that relate to participant attitudes toward training, the critical
limits were set at' 85% of the test population.

The 90-90 decision rule convention was adopted for attainment Of objectives.Since the rule would only lead to a consideration of revision-the developers_could afford to ma,ke an error on the. side of too strict a rule rather than passover package weaknesses-that might be fairly easy to remedy.
_

1-eria related to the correspondence between intended and actual proceduresand time lineS received zero freqUencyof-deviations critical limits.-

When considering participant feedback and recommendations it is realized thatit is the quality of the remark, and not the number of People who confirm it only,that should be considel-ed. Therefore it is necessary to prevent the decisionrules from filtering out important information from the decision makers--a"might happen if only those data not meeting "retain" criteria are displayed.
To-accomplish this, all open-ended remarks are summarized in the informationdisplays for the decision makers.

Ng.irnportant restrictions to-data sources are foreseen. Generally, data sourcestle only the participants, instructors and observers of
test e-' the developmental

.3 2 _.ccess _to Evaluative Information

However, access to evaluative information will be res
personnel.

1. Assigned staff from the Evaluation Se
2. The MTP alrector
3. USOE and NIE personnel assigned to
4. The ID team

A final summary repert of findings 12 to be made ava

ct d to tro foliowing

.onit the-MTP

18



is recDgnized that EPEC instructors and participants have a potentialfluence on revision decisions and might be considered an audience forevaluatve information. However, since participants and instructors arethe source of most of the data, they ace not to be provided with evaluationresults se as to avoid-undue influenee on their responses by knowledge ofpeer perceptions. It is expected that participants receive adequate feedbackabout their progress from the instructional materials.

valuat on Res onsibilit r and Resources

Evaluation responsibility is p aced on the evaluator of the ID team, He may,however, delegate tasks and responsibilities to other ID team members-asneeded-and apprOpriate. The resources allocated to this evaluation includeone half time evathator, a secretary and supplies as needed but dre not ex-pected to exceed 10% of the resources allocated to Instructional Development.
In order to avoid problems of c -optation and role conflict, itis understoodthat the evalutor's responsibility is limited to evaluation, that is, he doesnot engage in develo ment of learning activities.

Audiences

The ID team is provided with evaluative information within two days of cach imodule's developmental test. A final report summarizing findings and eachrecommendation is presented within 30 days following the ninth modul
The evaluation design may be changed only by consensus of the ID team afterexamination of some of the evaluative data generated by the design.
1.4 EVALUATION ASSUMPTIONS

1.4.1 lati_jeair_adissun

The target population for EPEC includes eve uation-oriented educators inpre-service or in-service training programs. However the evaluator does-not-have-access to all possible members of the target population nor is itpossible to set very adequate boundaries defining all possible members.There are no restrictions on the population except that college level learningskills are assumed. For this developmental test the sample will consist simplyof the six-graduate students who enrc Jed for EPEC Fall Quarter 1972. Theintent is to sample their perceptions of EPEC and their-performance to determinewhether EPEC should be revised. Such a small sample represents a-weaknessin the design but yields more information than no test at all. When dataare examined for their implications, the sample size should be kept in mind.



1.4.2 Treatment Assumptions

This design attempts to establish neither internal nor external- validity othe treatment outcomes._ The_final report can- not, therefere,-aftest withassurance thatthe..outcomes_are due to EPEC or are representative-of outcomes-thatight be attained by other members of the population.-- This iS-a con-siderable weakness in the design-and hopefully EPEC,outcomes will bevalidated in further tests such as the Field Test. This develepmental test isstill expected to yield important information--whether ptAiat the expectedoutcomes occur and whether or not actual outcomes are sufficiently isomorphicwith the MTP's training goals.

14

1.9.3 Measurement Assemptions

There are three general classes of phenomena to be measured inthis test. Thefirst is participant and instructor affective reactions to specified variables -of the learning activities. Essentially, it must be determined whether parti-cipants consider the activities to be satisfactory along the-dimensions specifiedIt is assumed that participants responses to a scale of "satisfactoryness" wiladequately reflect their affective reactions.

The second class of phenomena to be measured is the physical occurrence ofspecified events: trainer behaviors and procedural or temporal discrepancies.It isassurned that the frequency of these phenomena can best be measured byan observer using an observation schedule.

The third class of phenomena include participant performance in relation toEPEC's performance objectives. Perhaps the most questionable assumptions that these objectives are indeed a valid representation of the uniV-6rse ofprocess evaluation skills for change processes. Criterion referencedjestsare used to measure objective attainment so the:validity of the--reSulishinge inpart part on the validity of the inferences from correct responSes to- skillpossession. -Yet, do to a lack of time and resources, these inferences arenot carefully examined and tested.

There are to be no formal tests of instrument reliability or objectivity exceptthat performance tests will be scored independently by each of the ID team membersand the results analyzed for agremment among scorers. The reporting parametersfor this_analysis will be a simple percent of scoring cases (across items and_ participants) in which there is perfect agreement among the five scores, and thepercent of cases in which there is more than one dissenting score. A moresophisticated analysis is not warranted. The expected value for the percent ofagreements is greater than 84%; fer the percent of disagreementi-=,--7--1ess-jhan 6%.



upflons
In general the information.gathered is for comparison of results with a masteryor absolute standard. The standards are the criterion critical limits. The-reporting _parameters for these comparisons are frequencies and percentages.These analyses require_no specific measurement assumPtions. Compadsonl of(idta-oiri'6 variables across activities 'and modules is in terms of the mean percentf respondents meeting criterion Units. No analyses requiring inferentialstatistics are expected.

2.1. 1 Informa ion Source

The sources of,the information required for each of the eve uation criteria arepresented in Table 1. The sample includes the six students who enrolled inEPEC for fall quarter plus two instructors, one for the first four modules andthe other for the remaining five. Some inforniation is to be provided byan-observer. The sample used in this test is not necessarily representativeof the target population of participants, instructors, or observers and no ex-. plicit inferences to these populations should be made. At the least, inform-ation about the sufficiency of EPEC is obtained for some members of thespecified population.

1.2 Instrumentation

The.instruments .to be used in the design are.displayed in App_ndixD... Tab efollows, with a:list of these instruments

".TABL

Instruments

Background Information QuestionnairePROBE
Instructor PROBE
Module Questionnaire
Observation Schedule
Performance Tests
Final Questionnaire
Tape Recording of Sessions
Interview

21



2.1.3- Data Collection Desi n

Figure 2 pottrays a general model of the evaluation design for a given module.All instruments are listed together with the individual who is to respond to the
instrument and the administrator of the instrument. It is the observer's respons-
ability to gather; organize and return-the data gathered to the evalutor.

2 .2 DATA ORGANIZATION

After a period_ of initial trial much of the data is to be stored and analyzed by
computer. All data cards contain a common field including columns 1 through 10 ---storing the data coded in Table 3. This table also allocates card numbers to
the various instruments.. Instrument codes and column numbers are printeddirectly on the instruments.

2.2.1 The Unit of Or anizati n

Su.,ject by subject responses are re ained as

2 2 Stora.e and Retrieval Re uiremen

The data is stored in raw form in a large loose-leaf binder under the care of theevaluator while analysis is underway. After the test, it is to be kept inacabinet inthe Resource_Data Bank. Storage Of data cards willbe specified after tne
decision to begin use of computer data processing. The instruments-and
_analysis forms are kept by the ID secretary.

2 .3 DATA ANALYSIS
_

This section presents a stra egy for obtaining needed info
revision from data collected in a module tryout.

ation about EPEC-
A-s indicated above, various criteria must be met by each LA if the LA is to
stand unrevised. Specific decision rules indicate when the criteria are to be
considered as satisfactorily met. After data are Obtained the remaining task
is to organize it in_a wav that shows whether these crit-dria have been met. To
facilitate organization of the data a series of analysis forms_are provided inAppendix E . Table 4 lists these analysis forms and shows their relation to the
instruments and information sources presented above.

A brief overview of the analysis strategy is presented below. A ,more detailedpresentation of the analysis instructions is provided in Appendix F.

The analysis procedure is basically a-two stage process. The first stage involves
completing the analysis forms which organize the data for the second stage.---TIres-7--1d stage is an iterative process involving several steps. First, the



Figure 2

--flowDart of Evaluation Activities
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Background Information Instructor.

2' = PROBE enaral Instructions Instructor

3 Observation- Schedule
Observer

4.m...Begin Tape Recording Observer

5 = PROBE
Self

6. Instructor PROBE Self

7 m -Mastery.Test
Instructor

8 MOule Q0estionnaire Instructor

9 = Final- Questionnai re Instructor
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NO4
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-ParticipOnt

Pnrti ci pant
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TABLE 3

CODE SHEET

-
Variable and:Code Ran e-'-

Instruct onal System Number

Test Site Sequence Number

Instrument Number

0 Background information Questionnaire

= PROBE

Instructor PROBE

= Performance Test

4 = Module Questionnaire-
-73

5 = Observational Schedule

u stionnaire



TABLE 4

Information Provision-,
for

Module Report

Participant PROBE Table A-2 PROBE Results`by Activiti-,

Instructor.

Observer

Evaluator

Module Questionnai e

PerfOrm&ice Te

Instructor Probe

ObsérvatidnSchedu1e

Table A-1 PROBE Summary :
Open Ended Remark

Table A-3 Questionnaire_ Results :
bisplay A-1 QuestiOnnaire Open

Ended Remarks-

Table A-4 Performance Test Results'
TableA- 5 Performance Test F equency

Distribution
I

Table B-1 Instructor ProberRatings
Display 6-1 Instructor CoMM6ts

Table G-2 Agenda-Item Data,
Table C-1 ActivitY, Data, _

Displa=y Observation-Oommen
-.,-

Table.r1 Module Summary-

iterion_ya=riable-of interest to_a particular-element of-an=LA_is,
example might be_','performance-based,objectives of-thelLA=must=be attaineds;!`

-Seeond,-data.relevant tothis-criteriOn-yariableare located on the analysis
ems that-Were -pre-pared -in=the first ptage.' Third, _the results obtained for ihe_

,cater.ion _variable_ are noted: in- terms=Olthe -predetermined decision=:_rule If the=___
riteria 7-a re Met ithe next criteridriT'Variable is considered;--HoWever, if criteria=

are not met, this result is noted_in Table 1, the Module Summary Entries in =

indicate_that a particular element of the activitY'is 'not Satisfactthy-
and, through a:coding system, _refer_the reader- tosupporting-information in the
aPpendix of the report. Whenever an entry is rnade in Table 1, indicating_ a
need for revision, a discussion of the results relating to the crife-rion variable
under examinatidn is developed in the-body of:the Module Report. This dis-
cussion considers all the information about t_he actkvityLthar-is,available,_ .

presents both-the evidence suggesting reviSion and.larguments for retaining-__

the,activity, offers explanations a bou t the nature of-the problem and-recommends
-what action might be takento improve the_activity. The Whole procedilre,iS

hen-re-peated for the next-criterion variable until all the elements of all the
activities have been ekamined. = 26



Providing the Information

DEFINITION. OF THE REPORT. AUDIENCE

-Tho:report.a'__ -nce for mast of the_evalua -ive information will include only-_
the. ID-team The-Final Repoit s. made. available .to all MTP- component
directors, NIE inonitors and other.-interosted persons.

DESCRIPTION OF TIIE REPORTING MODE_

The--reports,tajhe Ip -team con51t .of the completed analysis fonps presented-
after .each.rpoduie EPEC-- SpeCial staff meetings are esta lished for-the
purpose-of revicwin tue infurmatioi .

nal Report is_a printed.papr condensin- the major findings and pon7,
rts-of the evaluationstudy..-
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The Center Instructional Development Model
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The Ohio State University Evaluation Center has evolved a

systematic process for the development of educational product.

This document describes this process, both to identify its concepts
for Center personnel and to provide information for persons not

affiliated with the Center

August, 7972

Jack Sanders Director
Instructional Materials Development

Paul Carison, Re -arch Associate Jerrf Adams, Research Associate

Kay Ro d a Specii
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Introduction

A-2

The Center Instructional Develop ent,(CID) Model presented her

,it not- a. new discovery. The CID Model has evolved from 'th y instruc-

development tasks perform.ed by The Ohio State University Evaluation

-Cen er since it 'inception in 1965. Tasks elines, personnel and pro-
ducts of the Center have varied over that seven years. But the dedication

of the Center to the i provement of graduate education,- generally, and the

training of educati n I evaluators, specifically, has remained const nt.
The CID Model reflects the Cente s dedication to in tructional excellencei
as well aa ItS past experiences in development. It bu lds on this dedica- I

n and a cperience, presenting a sYstematic process -to guide the Center

future development efforts. Specifically, the CID 'Model is Intended :

a) to mOre efficiently fulfill the instructional development presc ipt

"Model of Graduate Training" and the. Bunda-Stufflebeam

"Universe of Evaluation Competencies" substantive model to delineate
the pro is es followed by the Center in developing instruc_ional- products;

c) to provide a_ system for in _ernally-and 'ext rnally ev.aluating instructional

deVelopm nt activities of the Center; 4 to facilitate cooperative 'ventures

wi h- other developers and-their agencies e o provide for: tudents _seeking

.e aluation/development .assistant hips an overview of the type of activities

the Centers- instructional development unit performs



The CM Model is depicted in four phases: context ph6se, input ph-ase,

proce s phase, and product phase. Each of these phases are charted out

.?.rms of task-flow and_de-ision points.-- Next- taskf1ow is explicated

ong with appropriate criteria.for decision points. Then, the ent re array

of -CID Model.processes is laid out for in pcction. Finally, a design for-

validating the model is presented.

This- model may or. may not he linear. Under ideal conditions, where

developers are not hampered by financial coristrairts, unrealistic ti el nes,
C.personnel problems, and antiqualed production facilities, the model may

be consis antly followed in a linear fashion. But the Center has fou d that,

even under "ideal conditions," strict linear use of the thodel is sometimes

riet.fe s-ble. ,For example, e Center w_ k involves adapting-or adopting'

prod.ucts-produced-elsewhere. NaturallY, the-latter donot follow the process .

from beginning to-end- but enter the process at an appropriate -tage-along_the

way,. Additionally, some Center productsmay.enter-the model at-more than

_one point si ultaneously, e.g a-development tea may be.chosen before

the product is through the context phase. .Nevertheless -the model and

processes presented here do 'reflect the -Standard

taken by ,most ,tru_tional products of the Center.-

The.CID Model is presented-here as a prototype. -It_has been validated,.

by exte .-al:judges as conceptually adequate, but has- not been throgha

co plete pilot testIng atthe Center, nor h

generalizability. It -is:prese-ntedhere a

as field testino establiShed

concrete evidence of the Cent
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dedication to institutionalize a systematic approach to the development of

instructional products.

Figure I, following, charts the Con ext Phase of the-CID Mod



Major
decision

--point

Identify needs,
opportunities and

problems (NOP)

Feedback loop
for process
or product
refinement

Ascertain
-relevance &_ feas bility

of NOP-

Identify specific-
goal not being

-.attained

ite problem sta e ent
(program goa

Search for and catalog
existing instructional mat-
erials related to problem
statement & define other
relevant resources

S

Document alternative
solutions for achieving

program goals

Identify best solution

epare
context report for

project manager or appro-
priate decision

maker
Proceed Recyc e

to
Input Phase

pNT,ExT,TFTA$EF'.,:_
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The Con ext Phase of the CID Model is concerned with delineating

the evaluation tra fling products that are needed, the unique opportunities

which come to the Center for develop ng products and the problems

-.prevent the Center from fUlfilling ident fied n eds or.taking advantage of-

extant opportunities. The objective of the Context Phase is to prepare for

:the-appropriate decision -aker a report adv- --ating

of th_ _most needed instructional products.

.Criteria for m king decisions depicted in the Context.Phas re:

That-there is e. pirical support documenting the existence of

;specific needs.

That development 9pportudities -available

to docu.- ented needs.

he Center s -ak

That logical argument indicates

.mountable internal or eXt rnal problems

developers in meeting the-docume -ted need.

4 That the proposed prograni's. goals -are not-in conflict

goals and .SUbgeals of.the -Cente

That justification for the proposed "best solution"- Is

.- based.

rith

empi

he

ically

That es imated cost-per-product is justified in terms of instructional

need being served and number of potent al users.

Figure 2, following, charts the Input-Phase of the.C.ID Model.



Selected
solution is

approved
Major
decision
point

Define performance objectives
in relation to program goals

Identify. key _concepts , scope
and...sequence- for entire
instructional package

dentify-.scope and:sequence
_of each module-and match
-each performance objective- t
.appropriate- module-

Identify resources needed
(development team, consul-
tants, specialists, materials,
e uipment)

Estimate required time and
schedule activities
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hp_t,Ltg_hase

The Input Phase of the CID Model is concerned with aelineatirig the
design of an instructional product which is to fulfill a high prio ity training
need The objective of the Input Phase is to prepare for the approval of

--the development-t am the design of a specific product and adetailed summary:.
of .resources necessary to implement the.de-sign.

Criteria for --eking decisions depicted in the Input Phase are:

That performance obj ctives and key concepts are as spe_ fic
and clear-as possible.

That key concepts.are broken down

modules

n o logica y consistent

That each module c-n ains logic= y constdnt per ornance oectives
That the s lected instructional strategy is consi tent with the
perforrna ce objectives.

That needed resources are available to development team.

That suggested time schedule can be adhered to by the development

team.

figUre 3, following, he.Process,Phas -o_

8



Major
decision
point

eedback
loop for
process or
product
refinement

Choose development team,
procure needed materials
and -equipment--

Generate. organizational
. Plan for-development

team..

Design_process evaluation
and instrumentation for
developmental test

dentify 8-10 from target
audience within common
locale

Administer components o
prototype (developmentdl

test)

ake major revisions as
indicated by -evaluation
findings

DevelOpme
team decides if

prototype is ,adequa
for field

P oceed test Recyc e

Product P lase



-cess Phase

Figure 4: PRODU T PHASE

The Process Phase of the CID Model is concerned wi h building and

testing a prototype instruc onal product. h objectiv of. the, Input_ Phase --

is to develop and refine the--product so that it is satisfactory for field testing.

Criteria-for making the decision that a _produci is ready for field test

-.Perform ce data indicates that -product mee

objectives.

.2.. Adequa

and -

y a

Adequac:,,

eV:UtiOfl instrumentation

ntation of pilot

perfor ance

tent of necessiry revisions after last developmental tegt.7

allow ng, char
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. Prototype
approved for.product

phase.,

Contact dis seminating
agency re their information
needs

Identify field test sites_ and
negotiate necessary
arrangements

_Design prOduct evalua ion.
-and' instrumentation

Administer field test

collect
evaluation data

and submit to.in-house
eval.. consultant.-

for analy-

Prepare field test report for
dissemination with the-
instructional package

Disseminate appropriate
number of completed packages
to appropriate agencies and
cublisher
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Product Phase

The Produ t P ase of the CID Model is concerned with the objective
fie d testing (sumrnative evaluat on) of an instruc nal product. The
objective of the Product Phase is to'empirically estab .sh that the is uc-
tiona 7produ tA theneed it was ,Intended to meet and hence is-v
ready for dissemination.

Criteria for making the decision that development of a product has
been successfully completed are:

The benefits of applying the product outweigh the costs of
adopting it.

External evaluator's findings certify objectivity of field test .

Fie d test data indicates that perforcnance objectives were
att :n d.

Field test data indicates that instructor training was adeiq ate.
Field test data indicates positive affective response of instructor
and participants to the instructional produc

Field test data indicates the product is politically and morally

viable for use of target audience.

Field test findings indiLate the product 'th minor revis ons

is eady for dissem nati n.

-Thus far, this docu_ ent has considered the major act1'it1es, decisi n

points1 and-o iteria of the CID Mod Subsequ a co plete delineat On-._

--of major and minor tasks associated wIth the Ce nstructional develop-,
ment is presented. 4



1.0 Define Need/Opportunities/Problems (NOP)
=11.1 Define soUrce of-N.OP

1.1.1 StUdents in evaluation training1.1.2 Curriculum Task Force
1.1.3
1.1.4

RFP
1-.1;71 --Oregon Data

. 8 Other_

1.2 Write NOP as problem statement (program gdals)
= 1.2.1 Identify specific goal not being attained

Validate problem statement with-other_sources
1.3-.1 Students in EvaluatiOn--training principal

for validation)=
1.3 .2 affiliated evaluation agencies

Universe_Datei'
1.3.4 Other-labs:and centers

1.4 Begin log of development effort

A-13

Universe Data
Training needs-analysis of Consortium
Associated OSU Fac-ulty, Dept., or Center

2.0 Define Available Resources
2.1 Search for and catalog existing instructional materials-related

to prdblem statement
2 . 1 . 1 _ PRDB
2.1.2 NCERD "Hot Line

. 3

-2.1.4
2 .1.5

1.6
2 2 Conten

2.2.1
2.2.2

2.3 Instructional
2 .3 . 1
2.3.2

2.4 Evaluators
2.4.1
2.4.2

onsultants
2.5.1
9 2

2.6 Finances
2 .6 .1
2.6.2
2.6.

CEDaR
TA?
DID-Aa
Other

peas
in-house
other

Developers
in-house

-.other

in-house
other

media
in-house
other

from existing developmen
from new funds
from other sources--_T

4



2.7 Production facilities
2.8 -Probable sites for tutorial, -developmental and field tests

.0 Document Mternative Solutions for-Achieving'P.ogram Goals
-4.0 Identify Be-t.Solution

5,0 Prepare Context Report for..Deoision.Maker

6.0 Defineinstructional Setting
6.1 Target Audience

6.1.1 _Graduate Students
6 .1 .2 Working- evaluators
6.1-.3 Beginning paraprofessionals
6 .1_.4 -Others

6.2 Physical faci ities for target
6.2.
6.2.2
6 .2 3
6.2,4
6.2 -5

G .3 Instructors
6 4 Community

Space
Hardware
Software
LibrarY
Other

, if appropria
resources

audience

_

7 0 Define_Performance Objectives -in Relation to Program Goals
7.1==fiesearch existing banks of objectives
7-.2 Write finalized performance-objectives1 .3 Write mastery items
7.4- Write needed entry behaviors
7.5 Select sample .from target audience
7;6- Validate maStery items
7.7 Select principles froth learning theory and t1).e psychology olearning appropriate to materials being devel.Oped
7.8 Inform associated agenciesof specific developinent projecvia th e Center Newsletter

8.0 Id ntify Key Concepts, Scop

9.0 Break Key Concepts Into Modules-

10.0_ Identify Scope and Sequence of Each Module and
ance Objectiv e to Appropriate Module

ch Each Perfo



.0 Specify Appropriate,Instructiona1 Strategy
11;1- Determine appropriate

_ _ _
class size

_

11.1.1 Large group (10+)
11.1.2 Sinall:grbup-(2-9)
11.1.3 Individuals

11.2 Determine inStructional format
11.2.1 InstrOdtor required- .-

11.2. 1-.1 , lecture
11.2.1.2 team-taught
11.2.1.3 Symposium
11.2.1.4 audio7tutorial
11.2.1",5 other

11.2.2 Instructor not required
11.2.2.1
11.2.2.2
11.2.2.3

Determine uctional med
11.3.1 print

11.3.1.
11.3.1.2
11.3.1.3
1.3.1.4

11.3.2 non-print
11.3.2.1
11.3.2.2
1.3.2.3

11.3.2.4
3.2.5

11.3.2.6
11 3.2.7

11.4 Bibliography

12 Identify Resources Needed
materials, equipment)
12.1 Make cost estimate

IPI
CAI (or va 'ants thereof)
other

simulation-
-games
-case_ studies_
other

CAI (or variants there°
audio-tape
video-tape
slide-tape,.
transparencies
video-cassette
other

development team, consu

3.0 Estimate Time Required and Schedule Activities

14.0 Write Silinmary of COntext and Input Phases

Submit Summary to Devel pment Unit for Approval



16.0 Choose Development Team(s) Procure Needed
16: 1 Division of labor

16.1.1 content
16-.1.2 evaluation
16.1;3 media
16.1.4 instructional-design
16.1.5 editor
16.1.6 programmed instruct
16.1.7 CAI man
16.1.8 other

A- 1

als and Equiprn

17.0, Generate Organizational Plan for Development T (develop PERT
chart with t1me-line0

17.1 Scheduling' of development team members
17.2 'Develop communication network between and within teams;

between/apong administrators, developers, evalLiators
17.3 Develop mechanism for-resolving team conflict/deficiencies
17.4 Inform associated agencies of development timelines in the

I Center Newsletter ---

18.0 onstruct-Prototype
18.1 Review all previous decisions made
18.2 Review problem,staternent and objectives
18.3 Secure developmental copyright from 0.E.

Test and analyze prototype
19.1 Tutorial test

19.1 1 Identify student from target population
19.1.2_ Administer components of-the prototype
19.1.3 Revise

Developmen al Telt
19.2.1 Develop evaluation criteria for test
19.2.2 Identify:group of 8-10 in common-lo ale from .

target audience__
Develop formative evaluation ru thodology (and
instruments, if appropriate)
Administer components of the pro type (develo -

_mental tes0
==. Revise package (someone other than the authoô_

Make adequate number of copies of-the package.18.2
Id. Test
19 .3 -Contact disseminating agency re their infor-

mation needs

4 4



9.3.2
19.3.3

19.3.5

19.3.6

191.9

A-17

Develop evaluation criteria
Identify five field test sites each with'8710_
students and negotiate necessary arrangemen s
Develop summative evaluation methodology

_and-lnstruments
Identify and train instructors, if appropriate
19.-1.5.1 6(17-site
19.3.5.2 at Center
Administer package to s udents
Collect summative data
Analyze summative data
Prepare field test report fdr dissem nation
with the pac e

20.0 Implement and Diffuse
20.1 Send five completed packa4es to OE
20.2 Send five completed packages to PRDB
20.3 Send description of package to associated agencies, TAP-,20.4 Select diffusion strategy

20.4.1 P:ess coverage
20.4.2 Informational letters to CEDaR, TAP, and 1120.4.3 Samples to leaders in the field
20.4,4 Other

20 Assist PRDB with diffusion until termination of project

githers,



_Part Three. Testing the CID- Model

Testing the usefulness of -the model-will involve -a) securing profes-
.

internal consistency and face validity; b sec-sional judgments as to

uring the approval of the Center staff to implement the model; c) systema-

tically documen ing the appropriat nesS'-and: Useful ess- of- the -_odel.afte

installation.

Experts associated with the Center will be requested to evaluate

the CID model in terms of its logic, cornpletenes
4-m

Thlis-was done during the July, 1972

asso.ia.tcd evaluation agen-ies

and communicability.

eeting of adjunct professors from

F011owing.i-tevis on of-Ahe-Trnodel, based-On.the comments of the experts,

=the Center staff agreed-to an .experimental implementation of the model

with review-of its effects after one year. Implementing this model in any

agency requires-a gencYconsensus.on the appropriateness of the Mode_

as a guide ior agencyv..instructional development activity;_b) commitrnnt on

the part of the agency developers to the_operationalization or adoption or

adaptation and utilization of a design for-testing-the_ model; o) co _parison

of the quality-of produ _s produced .vis-a-vis the-m-adel with that of-previously

produced products; -al commitment of sufficient resources to instructional

develop_ ent.

3N:fter- ihstallation Of: the--Crp e-d curnentatio, of its usefu -
LI beTin-using thre

Anexplanation of each instrument follows.

heck list, a log, and a char



The check list will contain items from the model that are checkedl off

and dated) as they .are used .or pursued. Figure-5 depicts the format of

the CID check list.

-as

DATE CHECK AS COMPLETED

. 0

1; 1

1 . 1 . 2

Figure 5: CID CHECK LIST

The inst u tional development unit

n- in Figure 6. However, in orde

what activities a e pursued

use the Time and-Effort Log

o indicate more specifi-a

the folio ing code
+

be used:

"Evaluating the Educational Change Process" package
--"Surv'eSrof Evaluation" padkage
Searching for other packages
Project coordination (e.g. staff meetings)
Center coordination (e.g. Center administration meetings
Faculty/College coordination e.g. committee_meetings)
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oducts or P ocesses Tasks ComoleLed:
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The appropriate letter will be written in the cell along with the amount of
time spent. Thi is, if the developer-has spenttwó and One-half houxs
"searching f r other packages," the code will b "2.5C". The search was
probably conducted by "reading do uments " "person to person consultation,.
"c espondence or "phone"--all of which are headings abcTii a column-

__of cells. The appropriate cell is chosen and "2.50" is tten in.
If, however, an in ttuctidnal package is the subje t of the activity,

then the identification numbers from the CID model can be,use
n with the above in.Structions. For example, ,if the developer spends
h drs-iin preparing _the field test report for a certain instructionaLsystem _

'the code written-in the log is: 4A 10.1.211. The appropriate cell in this,
se, would be in the column _under "Writing Reports."

_A wall chart listing prodUct._ (and dates)_ will be maintained-_-for the
entire proje The pr-ducts could be added to the list daily and include
mini-products, H such-as memos, individual transparencies, and mockups.

_ :Aformat for the chart Is depicted in Figure 7

Product Date Product:Date
9

Product Date
1
2



, Finally, during the instructional devèlopmentof each p oduct,:-
_

,

additional criteria will be generated to service the decisions identified
J-fOur phase7charts. The criteria will be ,subjected tolcorriparative

_

sis in order to'discover common and variant crite a which can be
d appropriately to different types o instructions productS. For-example,

,may be_.possible,to identify sets of criteria that will be. appropriate to

devalopment of two-day workshops as opposed to,3T-hotir instructional

s installed, the CID model's usefulness should be a'
record If its positive utility is empirically established the

-
ddcumentation effort would-be refocused to address ques ons such as:

1) Would -other representations of ithe general model in the forrn o

a PERT chart, a critkal path network, a time pie, or a Moving wheel

it more communicable?

2 -Can the componen

nder

of the model be displayed or coded in more

appealing ways, such as col r coding, problem cards, or gameboards?
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ORIENTATION TO Er

Purposes and Oblectives_o EPEC

The initials "EPEC" stand for-EValuating the Process of Educationa ,

'Change. There are three purposes to the EPEC system . One is to-- helP_you

identify the-kinds of decisions an evaluator serVices. The sedond is tos-pro=-:°
_

_ _vide you with an experience in evaluating the installation of a particular_ edUca-'_
tional change or Innovation. The third is to try out s me-specific process-eval

u- ion skills;

The evaluation profession is one of thaneWest specialties
--;3 ,of education. Its.gro .th_is attributable to a variety of circurnstances-, not

,the leastof which are the needs of the educational consumer. TaxpayerS

parents and students have, in recent years, beccithe ore insiStent that edUca-.

ors be accountable for thetr decIsIons. These consumers want to know ho

curricu um, tran-portation, s

enefit them. Thus new

been created to prepare

pervision and other nnovat ons are_going to

niversity- and field-based training programs have

killed prOfest ionals-.Who- can_ provide-educational

iconsumers with the infOrin tion -theYrequire

ofessional evaluators ust be able to provide any different kinds of

o-- ation to their clients. Enc is concerned with so -e of the-skills and

kno ledaes evaluator need in order to provide a particu ar kind

ation concerning the degree to which some Innovation is being success-

These skiils:and-lknowl -dges arecommuntcated .byjnvolying_

u first in 'a simulated evaluation t i.k You

land in a

.xperience- that-task first

ontrolled setting. During the task you will play out the roles o



both.the advocates_and.consumers of a .particular educational change attempt.

.By_playing .these.roles in a controlled setting, -you will become sensitive to

--the.significant influence advoc- tes and consu ers have on educational irinova

tion..--./7s -a consequence_of th s sensitivity, you should be better able to -evaluate__

-the process of installing educational innovations. Then, by negotiated- contract T.

ith-- your instructor, you.will.=apply your 'earnings from the simulated- task to,:

evaluating the -installation_ot an innovation-4n a rea_.educationaLsetting.-.

now.we are getting ahead of ourselves-.

The EPE.0 instructional system provides opportunities:lot._ participan

-develop the foLlo--ing competencies:

describing variables.associated with the advocate:of-an educationa_

. innovation.

describi g variables associated -_:h e consu i.er of an educational

-innovation.

describing variables assoc a ed with e Installing an

educat onal innov-_ on.

describing variables a soc ated with the educational innovation selected

for installation.

describing the kinds of transac ions which occur bet een advocates and

consu ers during the installation of an educational innovation in an

organization.

pplyirig- the forc ield diagnostic technique.-

id ntifying the kinds of process decisions an evaluator services .

developing selecting and using process evaluation instruments.

-6



--analyzing and reporting ajor results in data collected

utilizing concepts and shills of givinj and eceivingleedback.
id ntifying and-evaluating some group process skillS as-they relate-.

installing an innovation.

contingency- contract_ to evaluate the-real ins

eduCatiorial innovation.

Nature of,EPEC

ation of an

The EPEC instructional sys em provid s participants opportunities to

acqui e knowlidge, skills and techniqu

educa ional innovation.

"educat onal evaluation.

evaluat ng the installation of an

looks at only one ridge of that living mounta-n clled
The design calls for nine modules, appraximatey

three .hours- each in length. Emphasis of the e_ tire design is on participants

practicing process evaluati n skills. Continuous active participation is de-
manded by using a simulated situation in which the participant assists a fic-

ious project directo install ComoUte ed In uction (CM) In a fic-
titious school u ing the skills in EPEC. In groups of thr e and six, participants

.useigroup..process techniques. such .a.s role :playing and- brainstorming to- apply__

--and reinforce their learning. -Prepared-readings.assigned at the end of several
modules pro-. WI subject matter for subsequent modules. Thecrrying .c?Lit.of

-the- indiv.dual contingency contracts is the only other out- 7-class work.re.,-

:quired.'._

EPEC Is con e ned with part of the problem solv ng process Typically,
problem solving is explained as a five step process:

6



Identify and define the problem

Identify alternative solutions to the problem

Select the one solution that best fits the problem

In tall the selected solution

5. Evaluate the process of installation and the effec

tiveness of the solution

EPEC deals with steps four and five, installing and evaluatina a selected

problem solution, It is important that you understand the focus of this system

at the outs

is also important for you to understand that the developers of EPEC
Ibelieve I) that group interaction is the most appropriate way to communicate"1

to you the systematic observation skills necessa y for evaluating the procesis

--

,
of educational change; 2) that_EPEC's content will beco ne part of you only if

-you practice your learning in both si -u-:Ited and reat settings. Thus,

modules will involve much group- ctivity and practice.

You may :experience so- ation even a

s style of learning. Th irne allotted for group activity may seem too much

st and too little later, as you proceed through the modules. This

expected. After all, you are now the consumers of an educational innovation.

I listen to yO concerns but the developers

not -to make any_.changes in'the sequencing and timing of EPEC. module activ ties.

ill listen to your concerns

you ,receive at. the end- of. each .module

Partic.ipants who: desire-, additional training,in-.steps _one -, two
.t.problern-_sOlving-process.should,arrange.--tolake Research-Utilizing_ Problern Solving

tetwdevelaped:--by-the:Northwett-RegiOnalttabOratory,_Portland, Oregon._



APPEN EPEC OBJECTWES



.EPEC _ACTIVITIES ..ODULE-71

:DESIGN Purpose
_Rationale
'Performance based objec

CALENDAR FOR EPEC mopuLE

evel I

Arrange.ffiepting ti e to...conduct group-sessions

Rationale: Positive -effect on Modules if-the participant--can
determine the time most suited to his_ schedule
for_ the modules_

Obj c ve: EPEC participants will-agree on and Individually
record on .t17c proper page a schedtile for the7nine
EPEC modules.

-- ORIENTATION TO EPEC

P pose: Give th participant a perspective of t-epacicage
Rationale: Establish a common frame of reference to facilitate

acciuiring the objectives of the course

Ob ec ive: Participant will correctly identify during the Self-test
. the purpose and objectives of EPEC

that EPEC's method of instruction focuses on group
process techniques

3. that EPEC content emphasize the development of
process evaluation skills

TAPE PRESE&TATION AND ELEMENTS OF INNOVATION INVENTORY

Purpose:'' esent the participant with an organizational frame
ork for processing information on an educational

nnovation

onale: Necessary competency of an evaluator

Objectives: 1. The EPEC participant wIll identify the following
variables presented in the taped presentation
by recording them on pp. I-11, 1-12



the problem
the proposed solution
the arguments for and against the proposed
solution
the advocate, the consumer, the innovation,
arid the organization in which the innovation
will occur
the role of the evaluator in terms of these
interact ng variables

. Participant experiences the dynamics of working
in a team to further clarify the problem condition

GUIDELINES FOR WRITING A PROBLEM STATEMEN

Purpose:

6 e

ObJec ve:

Give the participant guidelines for writing a problem
statement

Give the participant functional rules which he can
immediately use to clilinate the problem conditions and
then further develop to create the system best suited
to his role as an evalutor

Participant will write a çroblem statement (I°18)
according to the "Guidelines" given on p. 1-17

DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Discuss their _problem sta
Build teathW rk skills

Rationale:

FORCE FIELD

Purpos

Rationale:

Discussion gives the participan
interpretation of the material
Teamwork skills are:
a. necessary for meeting the objectives of EPEC
b. necessary competancy of a process evaluator

eedback on
_

Each particip nt will modify his written problem statement
as a result of input from the trio discussion outlined
on p. 1°19

ANALYSIS

-_To give the,partidipant a tool for ana yzing the forces that
have created a- given state

To obtarn a better understanding of the, proble state to
facilitate reaching the goal state

60



Ob ectives: The participant will identify b correctly responding
to ,the self7test (1-22):
a. the-PUrpose of FFA;
b. _the manner in which the "perceived.situation"

is represented in. the FFA.
-Participant will -perform.force-field analysis on his-
problem statement using the "Guidelines".given on

and 1-24

DISCUSSION OF -FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

Purpose: I. Discuss force field analysis
2. Build teamwork skills

Rationale: Feedback-facilitates learning

Objectiv.e: Participa twill modify his written problem statement
as a result of input from the trio discussion outlinedon p. I-25

8, ORIENTATION TO CONTRA T AND RULES FOR BRA NSTORMING

Contract

Purpose: State clearly for the participant-what he is exJL
to do for his final project

Brainstorrnin

If the participant knows specifically what he is ex-
pected to do he will be better able to work independ-
ently on the project, as opposed to being dependent
on the instructor for direction and control of the project

--Purpose: Give the participant a tool for genera ng a lot of ideas
in a short amount of time

Rationale: An aid for diminishing the probablility of getting bogged
down in the initial phase of a problem
1. Participants follow "Rules for Brainstorming"
2. Each partiCipant identifies one contract topic during

the brainstorming session for the final project in
the course

3. Participants will id ntify the rules for brainstorming
by scoring at lea % on the self-test (I-30) .

OBJEC ME'S FOR READINGS L STED .IN.-- PAC



DESIGN:: Purpose..
Ratianale:

3, Performance based objec

ACTIVITIES MODULE 2

IN-:BASKET ERC

ves evel 1)

To place the-participan
making role
Call upon the participant to make decisions based
on the-situations structured in-EPEC

simulated-.deoision7.::

e: Th_e .simulation wilt-sensitize- the-participartt-.to the
role..ofdeoision maker bringing insight to his role
.as process.evaluator

Participant will record a dec
item on the Action Matrix

ACTION ANALYSIS PROFE,E

PurpoSe: Organized-form for
a decision-point

sion.for each in,-baske

s ing possible actions aken at

Rationale: To add to the participant's understanding of the de-
cision role by alerting him to alternative deasions he
may ifiOt have considered

Ob ective: !artIcipant fills out the "Action Analysis Profile "

IfEANS OF COMMUNICATION PROFILE

P pos . Organized form for listing possible channels for
communicating information following the decision

Rationale: -.. To .add.to .the. participant' s.!- understanding. of the -de-
role, by-alerting --hirn,tofalternative-,channels" of

...communication-he may.not have considered

Objectiv.e: iParticipant fills out- the 'Means of CommunIcation
Profile



4. DISCUSSION OF DECISION ALTERNATIVES

Purpose:

Ra Ona e:

Objec ye:

- To have:the -participant experience the -different.solu,
tion strategies that.can-.be, generated:by, a:,group Q
people to the same- problem situation

Awareness of alternative solutions will increase the
number of potential decisions in the thought processof: each participant

Each participant Will present his alternative solution
strategies and will respond to those presented by
Ms colleagues, according-to "Guidelines" on p. II-15

EVALUATION DECISION MAKING AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION

The-,participant read.,EDM and I (II-16: through

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FORCE FIELD ANkLYSIS REVISITED

Purpose: Reinforce the framework previ usly given for ana yz-
ing a problem situation

Rationale: Practice in using the framework will increi
skill level for use in the field

Objective: 1. Participant will revise his original problem
statement using p. 11-24 to record his revision.
Participant will revise his original force field
analysis, using p. 11-24 to record his revision.

FISHBOWL ACTIVITY

Organize group pr.?cess for obtaining feedback
Identify some of the elements and relationships in
the grouP discussion_through the use of assigned ro es
Work within a time limit
Build teamwork skills

Ra onale: Feedback functions to develop skills and increase
productivity of both the individual and the group
Assigned roles aid a participant to focus on a
specific task for the group
Working eithin a time limit assists the participant to
focus on prime elements first
Teamwork skills are Meant to_increase productivity
and facilitate the solution of problems

:-"



Ob ec ves: Each participant will implement the -"Guidelines"
(11-25, 11-26) for the Fishbowl Activity.
Each participant will express satisfaction with
the helpfulness of input received during the fishbowl

4



Use the participant's understanding of the situation as
a resource to create an on-the-spot-problem incident
Process information from observing a problem incident
into a problem statement
Reach consensus on adequacy of problem statements

_Use.. of si ulation as -a-.training .technique -to, practice- process
evaluation skills._

Oblective: 1 . The participant will formulate a problem statement
p.III -6 based on inputs from the in-basket.:exprcis
p. III -5

. The participant will reach consensus within his trid on
technical adequacy of his problem statementaccdrding
to the instnictions on p. 111-7
The participant will reach consensus within his trio on
the content adequacy of his problem statement--according
to the instructions on p.111-7

2. REVISION OF ME CONTRACT

Obtain feedback on their contracts
Use new knowledge to revise cOntract

-mphasize.-conwact -as their imrnediate vehicle to be used in
applying knowledge. as -it is- gained in MC to a practical
situatipn

The participants will discuss their contract with other
members of the trio according to_the guidelines on p. III-
The participant will-revise the contract (I11-9, III-10)
using input received during the trio discussion

OBJECTIVES F R READINGS LISTED IN PA KAGE



DESIGN:

EPLC ACTIVITIES - MODULE 4

Purpose
Rationale
Performance based objectives

CHECKLIST OF INNOVATION CHARACTERISTICS

Purpose: Apply Brickell and Havelock's fremework for analyzing
characteristics of an innovation to the CAI innovation

Rat onale

Objec ives:

To provide..a useful-technique .for..analyzing---innOvations
which the.participant will encounter in the .field.

The participant will fill out the "Checklist of Inndva-
tion Characteristics" (p. IV-6) as per instructions
The participant will vocalize no objection to the scient
fic status of the EPEC instrument.

DISCUSSION OF: INNOVATION CHARACTERISTICS

Purpose Co pare.-and discuss responses made- on the checklist

. Rationale:.

Ob ec yes:

Participant:needs-feedback to clarify'and _strengthen his
interpretation-of the material

Each-participant_.will giVe..and receive -feedback--dOnde_n-
ing respons es. to- the:,checklist.
The ;particiPants will .reach _.consens us concerning- those
-innovation:characteristics whicy.apply"to CAI

_IN-BASKET CERC ISE

Purpose:

Rationa e:

Objecti e:

To p ace the part cipant in a si ulated decision making
role
Call upon the participant to go through the decision
making process
Analyze the decision making process in te ms of the p o-
files given in EPEC

ve.-.insight to the_dedision Making: proc ss

tein and record the decision on the-.7-1."ActiOn: Matrik.'"'



C-9
The participant will transpose his strategies to "Action
Analysis Profile" and "Means of Communication Profile"
pp. W-17---IV-19
The participant will complete the Situation-Analysis
Profile," p.IV-20.

DISCUSSION OF DECISION ALTERNATIVE

To analyze different solution strategies
common framework (3 analysis profiles)
To work within a time limit

Rationale:- Awareness of alternative solutions will inrease the
number of potential decisions in the thought process
of each participant
Common framework will facilitate asses ing the adequacy
of each strategy
Time limit for presentati n should force participant to
focus on key elements first

4. Working within a time limit should aid in keeping parti-
cipants on task

:Objectives: The participants..will present and analyze in trios.alternat ve-
strategies using the analysis profiles'on

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FORCE FIELD_ ANALYSIS IN-BASKET * 3

-Ptu-pose: 1. Serengthen these skills in the part c pants repertoire of
process evaluation skills

2. Stress these skills as the first steps to perform in
analyzing new information

ionale: Necessary .- or. process .evaluation.f

Objectives: 1. The participant will write a technically adequate problem
statement (p. IV-22) on information obtained from in-
basket *3 items

Z. The participant-will perform a force f eld analysis o
problem statement on p. IV-22

FISHBOWL ACTIVITY

P pose: 1. Organize group process for feedback
2. Help participants analy e team processes
3. Build tearetWerk



Rationale:

Objec yes:

Necessaiy competency of process evaluator

The participants Will follow the instructions for fishbowl-
activity (p.- IV724,using-their-problerri statei ents-and.force field analyseS as topics

REVISION OF CONTRACT

P pose:

Rationale:

Revise contract baSed on new kn oledge gained from
--EPEC

Provide the participant with feedback on h's contract
from members in his group

Further. ,use of the contract as the- vehichle_.for tying know--
ledge,as it is..gained to an actual innovation.-.:.

Objectives: The part cipant will revise the "Innovatioe section of his-..--contract
-The participant,will discuss the -"Innovation''-'section
his contract with the members of his trio

ox

-TIVES FOR READINGS LISTED IN PACKAGE



I. Purpose
'Rationale
Performance based objectives

MODULE

-SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE _I

Purpose:

_

Giv.e the_participant a check_point to match the_intended
objectives of the package with what he has learned.
If there is an apparent discrepancy he should be able toremedy it by going back over parts of the package.:(The.

"EPEC Activities" car serve as an aid for the instructo

2. Bring'the_participants into the same frame of reiarenc'e

-.r rin helping the participant loCate the relevant adtivities._

for proceeding withthe rest of the package_

I

_ _

Give the participants-an overview Ofthe -model on which-
EPEC was designed

1. The-Ohe6k_ point rpinfor_c_e_s, those participantt -who h_v_e-:put the neceSsary viork:into the package. -It alloWS
those that haven't an opportunity-to catch uP -drid attain. .

the objectives of the first three modules,-,which-are pre-_ ,
_

reqUisites for the rest -of, EPEC _
-2 . Common-reference point or perspectiveis meant to help-the participants:attain the objectives_for the following_

mOdules
Giving-the participants the module on which EPEC is based

-= provides them with- one way to assess the value -of the
package_ and the rationale behind it.

The participant will read "SumTary and PerspectiveI."
The participant will -orrectly identify in-the MasterY
Test aLthat-the,-second half of EPEC is conterned with-the advocate and consumer rather-than the organization
and the innovation; b) that observing and repditing ad- --
vocate-consumer-behavio:s-are-a-riete-St-all-Skill131-ilie-process evaluator--that memorizing and reporting-the be-havioral categories is not sufficient.
The participant will write out the three purposes of EPECon the Mastery Test.

NTRODU TION TO ROLE lAY_AND-ROLE PLAY ICEBREAKER-

Purpose- I. Explain:purpcise and technicifieThf-rore playing-- _ =

2. Give.all the participants-a chance to practice the techniElue:

in a simple exercis



lonale J,NeCessary_for the -Parti6ipants to have an understanding othe technique; because they:-Will be using it 'ps a learning
_toll in following activities

Object yes:- 1. -The participant will:read Introudction _to Role Play; P. v-.- "

:The__participant Will participate' in'the tole play icebreakefollowin'the iole.play dards, (pr5V-_76-;d).='.

ALENDAR

Purpose:

Rational

Objec

1So1icit,VolunteerS for the tole playing activitteS
Having the rOleS-aSsi ned _in advance should help-the-a'start on-schedule-

_

-

eS: --All ,participants will-record the prayer!S name for each characte_

Each partidiparit wilr iiolunteer to Play one role.

To provide consumer and adii6cdte-the,opportnnity-
simulating an actual confrontation
To focus on the consumer resistance to- an innovation._ _ _

_-To,provide the remaining -ParticiPants an experiencerin=observing a consumer advocate confrontation:-
Rat ona Simulation is-an effective technique for actively involvingparticipants in the learning experience

The simUlation exercise will aid participants in theirunderstanding of systems they-will enc-aunfer in the,field ,=Simulation is an effective training technique br buildingobservation.skills

-,jObjeCtives: The . participant portraying's-the:consumer will enact consunrresistance characteristidS based onthe situationi.structured_in
The-participant portraying the.advocate will try to sell the innoL
vation-based-on-infortia-flori=giVeri-aff&it th-e----C-Onsuemr and theresistant behaviors he is exhibiting

_ _The partidipant- serving-as process evaluator will record observa-_

tions of consumer behavior on practice sheet Supplied
"GUIDELINES:FOR DISCUSSION-OF FIRST-ROLE-PLAY

Purpose: Structure the discussion so that:
-The participant playing the-consumer gets feedbackonthe.consumer behaviors he illustrated



:-
Determirie if there is a match betWeen thebehaviors_.-

'he intended to illustrate and the behaViOrs, the-obserVers_ e 'picked' up-
_

_Determine if there.is consenSus among the-Obsethe behaviors tee-orded .

Analyze any miSmatches in the points--aboVe
aFla onale: Feedback on their observations-assist them,in building_,

Objectives:

observation skills -

The particular structure_asSists- the:participants tci'fOcuon the objectives of the' exercise-, while gUarding against-their spending too much time on insignificant points,.
,E LThe participant will follow the Guidelines fer Discus's-ion(p. V715 .)_ -

The participant will indicate on the mastery_ lest-that
EPEO-instrUments and checklists are intended only aslearning toolsnot as validated instruments

ATTITUDE INSTRUMENT AND TRIO'ACTIVITY

Purpose: Give:-the participant an opportunity to 'assess his attitu e-toward role jplaying and discuss it with-thei.other memberskis trio
1

Rationale: f the i;articipants more clearly understand their-feelingstowards role pT,Wying,_ it should assist ti-iem in-analyzingfuture role playing activities

jectives: The participant will complete the "Summary Instrument"(p. V7-16.)
The partiCipant will discus 1. ith r o his responseSthe summary instrument

= _The-_ participant will verbally react_to the-summary--,instrumenV_

_responses of the_other members of,his trio. --

--_Purpose: Provide the partic pant an' opportunity to stu .y the role
,process-'evaluatorthrough-hisa-t-tive involvement=in a role playexercise

onale: Effective training technique for bu ding-the skills pecesSary to a_process evaluator

Objective The participant role playing the evaluator will use a strategyto assist the advocate-in accordance with role play card (p.V-IThe participant role playina the advocate will seek help fromthe evaluator.. The participant role playing the observer will-com ete-anf.ovservation sheet (P.V--21.)



_f

GUIDELlhi S FOR DlSCUSSION _Or= 'ROLE-PLAY #:2
_

Structure the discussibn so that:

-c-:

I. Participant'playing Gebrge High gets feedback on thestrategy he used to service-a decision,maker r_ _Analyze the strategy,used-bylthe-rble,playdr andlpossible
4olAernative strategles4ri terms Of the 6oncepts

-taught-in EPEC -

Rationale: Assist-the participant in his Conceptualizing aboU
of a process evaluator

Objectives: The participants will follow guidelines_

CON TRACT- REVISION

Purpose:.

= = -

he role
_

discu
d I

sioEt (Ii;V-22)

Through discussion obtain feedback on-present state ocontract in terms of interview guidelines
Begin revision of contract

Rationale: 1. Feedbadk from other members yill be useful in revis ncontract _ _

Objectives:

Begin reviSion _Whi feedback .from group is fresh An: partt-_cipant's--mind

Participants discuss contracts
Partiaipants begin revision on their Contract o be presented_rin interview



EPEC ACTIVITIE-6 ODULE

.

DESIGN: . Purpose
2._ RaUonale
3i_ Performance based objectives

_

R LE PIYREVIE

Purpose: Sensitize the participant to the complexity and interrelation-ships of variables he is attempting to delinate in his observa7tions

Ra ona e: Noting and discussing discrepancies in his own observa ionsof the 'same Incident should assist him in building observa-tion skills

Objectives:

ROLEPlAY # 3_

urpose:

1. The:participant will- list as the tape is played evidence
consumer resistanbe_on the ORB Practice Sheet,r_p.2. The partiCipant will discuss in trios their response to thePractice sheet and the discrepancy between-those r9sponses ,and th%.respd-nses de_in-Module I, according to Guide-,. VI-1

. Use-the participants'_ understandthg of:consumer and ad-_ , -;-vocate roles_to---simulate=a confrontation to study consumeracceptance behaviors
build observation-skills

Ra onale:

Objectives:

Awareness _of consumer acceptance behaviors providuseful-information for-implemeriting anlinnOvation-Observation skills are:useful:to the process evaluator

The participant playing the consumer role will portray
consumer acceptance behavior consistant with the situation structured in EPEC
The-participant`plaYiri4-tlieadvo6ate role will try_to gainmore suppottkfor the innovation based on iniormation givenabout the:C9ns6mer-and!_the_ behaviors he is exhibitingThe particrPant playing-the-process evaluator will-recordobservations of consurnér behavior on instrument supplied---



GUIDELINES FOR DISCqssION -ROLE PLAY # 3

Purpose: Structure the discussion so that:
1 . The_participant playing the consumer gets eedback on

the-consumer behaviors he illustrated Y
2. Determine if there is_a Match between th-e: behaviors he

intended to illustrate and the behaViors the observer picked-
_ _

Determine if there is consensus aniong the observermn
the behaviors recorde&-

4. AnalYze any Misniatchei 'in the 'points above

Rationale: 1., Feedback on their db-servations asSist,theth in building= _ _observation skills
2. Guidelines help 'them focus on the objeCtives of the-

activity

Ob ectives: The participants will follow t "Guidelines:for Discussion"on p. VI-I2

4 . ROLE PLAY #. 4

Purpose:
.

Rational

,-3

l. Demonstrate-that it is_ likely_that there will be both forces.--:,
for and forces against the innovation operating in a consumer2. -Strengthen observation skills of participants

Necessary to get a profile ofithe consumer that is as comp ete-as possible for installing an educational irinovation

Object ves: 1. The participant playing the consumer role will portray both=
consumer-acceptance and _resistance behaviors=toward the*:innovation
The participant playing the-advocate role-will try to gain

--more support for thejnnovatiOn ba.sed bn-knewledge-of CAI-and consumer behavior
The participant playing the:process evaluator-will recordobservationS of consumer behavior on inStrument supplied
p .V1-16 , VI-17)

-GUIDLIINES-FOR-DISCUSSION-ROLE-PLAY-#-4-

Purpose: 1. Feedback on the role play-activity
Recognize that in focusing on both acceptant and resistant
behavior, they have put together,a force field analysis-of

.

consumer's position which will need to underoo change
before the goal state is reached
Discuss forces for and forces against during the role pl yin terms of their affect On installing the innovation-



-C't17
I Rationale: A complete profile of the consumer in ternis of a force field

analysis has direct-implications for fOrmulating speCifla
strategies to implement the innovation

Objectives:__ The participants will follow theGuidelines for Disai ion"
on p.VI-l8

6. -SCHEDULE FOR CONTRACT A 'D INTERVIEvV GUIDELINES

Purpose: 1. Schedule individual contract interview
2. Clarify the task_by presenting guidelines for the interview

Rationale: Forrnally-obtaining agreement on an interview date puts
the responsibility on the participant to be prepared
Guidelines ain assist both the instructor and the parti-
cipant to focus on performance relevant to the task

The instsuctor.and the partiCipants will aaree,on interview
dates and_will record those dates VI-20

CONTRACT REVISION

Purpose:

Ratio e:

Ob ctives:

-_Throuah discussion obtain feedback_on present state of
contract in terms of:interview_guidelines

2. -_Begin revision cf contract
_

Feedback from other members will be useful in revising_
contract =
Begin-revision while feedback from 4roup_is_fresh in
participant's mind

_-_-----
The participants will disCusS-contracts in trios using

_V1-19 as a discussion guide
The-participant will,begin revision qf his-contract to be
presented in the-intenziew with-the EPEC instructor



Purpose
2. Rationale

Performance based objectives .

EPEC ACTWITIES MODULE 7

Rationale:

.

Use simulation-td-study the advocate strategies 16r h"ringmg:-
about adoption of an-innovation as proposecrin'EPEC

Training technique to assist the -participants-in'assimulating
the strategies presented 6-'1 EPEC

The participant role players enadt the role Play characters
_described on the role play card.
The-participant SerVing isprocess evaluators will recordtheir si_observations-of the-role play-Ung:the "Advocate
Strategiei:-Practice Sheer p,VE-7

GUMIELINES FOR DISCUSSION ROLE PLAY 4+

ale play focusing on advocate stra egies

Lead to a clèaiünderstanding of the advoca e strategies__
proposed In EPEC

_

.The participant leader and discussants will follow he "Guide
Ines for Discussion" on p. VE-8

Use simulation to integrate the concepts for i'idvoca e
strategies with consumer resistant behaviors_

ethod_for--analyzing- interaction -between-consumerza
vocate during the change process

_

1:Theparticlpantrole players enact characters based on in-
ormation given them

The participants serving as prodess evalUatars record their
observations of the role play using three practice-Sheets_

(p. V11-12, 13, _14)



'GLInDELIks FOR DISCUSSION_=.:ROLE PLAY 6

rpose: Analyze the interaction between advocate strategies = and cenii.coniumer resistant behaviors in terms of the Ccinstructs giver!in EPEC
=

rRationale: Necessary' for the participants to understand The relation--ship between the paii-§ of the -model presented in CPEC, inorder for it to be functional for them in the field
Objectives: The participant leader and discussants will folbw the "Guide,lines for Discussion_"-on p.

GUIDELINE S FOR DISCUSSION OF ADVOCATE STRATEGIES_

Purpose: Partieipants receive feedback from_ea h other on the use.oadvocate strategies in their contract
Rati n le: = Enable the participants to make the ino t eilec ive use ofadvocate strategies for installing thsir innovations

_

Objectives: Trio participants will discuSs the advocate strategies whichthey listed in their contracts following discussions guidelineson p. VII-l6. _



-DESIGN: 1. --PurPose
_ 2. Rationale

:Objectives
_ _

EPEC ACTIVITIES - MODULE 8

SUMMAR' AND PERSPECTIVE IL

Purpose: _-Review the instructional model on whieh EPEC;_developed_'
_Assist the'ParticiPants=to synthesize th IS and_coneepts for change presented-in,EPEC_

Incre6S6 the probability that the rnodeltfor' Changepresented in EPEC will guide.the installatien-of thechange designed in their COntractl

Rationale Increase the prebability for success in 'operatiopalizing. _ ,their càntracts _

_.:Objectives: The partiCipant wi 1 read'Süñimarya nd Perspec(p.VIII,3)

ELEMENTS OF INNOVATION INVENTORY

Purpose:

Rationale:

Reinforce the framework_given in EPEC-for analyzingan innovation

Practice in using the framework--will increase,level for use in the -field e skill

Objectives:- The'participant wilLoomplete the Arvipnfory_ pp .VIII-threugh baSed-on the Simulated CALinnovat
-IN-BASKET EXERCISE # 4 AND DISCUSSION OF DECISION ALTERNATIVES_ _

_

Give'the-participants a mechanism or dete mining-:the
_ct-df-EPEC experiences upon their decision-making style

_or ale: Awareness of changes in the-participants' decision makingstyle due to_EREC_fs reinforce skills they haveearned in 'EPE-C - -

The-participants will cornple e he Action Action"Analysis,Profilei :and Means CothrnuniCation.Profile,, .and diserepancY..sheetii according- to-= the inStructions
_provided On _Op AhroUgh- VIII,19

_
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The participants-will discuss the eff,ect-EREe-has hacP_their'decision Making style', according 'to _institiCtioris:
_ _on p. VIII-20.

_

---

REVISION 9F THE CONTRACT

Purpose 1 Get final feedback_on-their contract_from-groupmembers befbre infplementing- their innoiaticin=_2. AnalYze the contract. for.possible probleni areasin implementakion,

Give mutual reinforcerrint for'the work done-and
_

- --Increase-the-probabilityldr-Kirdc ses in insta_ . :innovation
_

.

_'support for-the job-ahead-

ObJectives 1 The garticipnf wilf ai66.iss his 6oiltr6t.and write doWn;--.the,parts pf _his, contraCt, Which he perceive's will .be "th
2. The participant will obtain the instrudor's:con-sent,for an_

__ revisions he_ wishes.-foinakein
contractat;this'-.time



TIES - MODULE- 9

Purpose
2. Rationale

Objectives

ORAL MPORT AND' ASSESSMENT
--=

_Purpose: Have the participant present to the group,the,outcome-.of his ontract...c_._
HaVe partiCiPants Perforni thek external evaluation o
individuaVprojects; based bn.the information giverr= them in the presentation . .

Ratlonale Mechanisrn through which the participant demonstratesaccountability for his contract

es: 1. The ,participant will, _present an-oral report on the-outcbme'of his contract _

,The participant will evaluate the_mral,report_s -9f-_hispeerausing-the Oral Report:Assess-ment Form
The participant-will use at least five EPEC idiosincraticterms-in his oral report.

t_Efitry
Behav or: PartIcipant will have completed VIII-27 through VII =29 beforeModule IXbegins

GVIDELINES FOR FINAL DISCUSSION

urpose:` Enable the participant to discuss the-evaluation hereceived on'his oral report with the evaluators.

_Provide the participants with the opportunity-to further_

explore any of`the outcomes of the contract.,
Share perceptionSof EPEC;_

ionale?" arification ofthe- evaluation-reporriffoida.seSrelevance to the participant
Verbalizing- their perceptions of EPEC should atsist themn evaluating their- "EPEC" experience

Objective The participant 1Guid 1 es for Final_Discussiori" p._

Sk

-



APPEND D: INSTRUMENTS_



BACKGROUND INFORMAT

General Occupation

Current PoS

nstitution and Loca

Telephone: --BusinesS..

What is your education6l background? Check-all that -aPply)
_

--Fligh-Sch-ocil graduate

Some College-

-"College GrdGie (major))
_

Maste s-Degree, (major)'

(degree)

(degree

(degree

(degr

Ph. D. Degree (majorl_

Current Student (rnaj

(area of specializatio

How many quarter hours, if any, have you completed-beyond your last
degree?

Have you p

the follow

viousi-, a _icipated in a workshop or CoUrse rwolvirig any o

Role Playing

Brain orrnlifd--

ensitivity Tr;.ti ning

Institutional Chan e Theo

Why are you taking ths course and hat do you expect to gain?



DIRECTIONS FORADM1NISTER1NG THE PRQBQUESTIONNAIRE

Duting.a,.. training experience .participant may

D-2

drently to each
particular LA Hende,- if reactions are assessed at the encl._of a module o
LA's much information tends to be lost due to forgetting or Confounding..
Ho- eve_ Iparti ipan- must comp ete instruments after- every. activity too

--.mu h time may be devoted to evaluation, participants may react negatively._
o the evaluation_ or the-evaluation iray interact with train ng producing -

different outcomes: than.would be obtained by traIning alone. _The.PROBE,_
questionnaire is-designed to tap participants' reactions to each aotWit.- on
the spot with a minimum of interference and ti e. It is Indeed a quick I

"probe" of participant reactions to trainfn g in erms of a very few but critical
imens ons.

The PROBE gue tionnaires-, one for each module are attached to the
.=

inside back cover the pert cipant's workbook bymeans of a spring clip.
The PROBE General Instructions is included in the workbook as the last paper
to serve as a ready reference as participants needto check the meaning of
the PROBE questi nna re.

Before training begins partic pants a e instructed to read the PROBE
General Instructions and ask gu ions of the-inst uct Then at
ated by the instructor, pa-rticipants are %.sked to complete ROBE for a specified

-activity. The instructo s agenda contains the cue, "PROBE," in stamped
ed letters, whenever a probe is to be made-during trainirg. Upon comple ng

_a- step preceding_ the cue the instructor gives particjpants the following
rections



"Please turn to the back of your workbook and completePROBE for learning activity 1*. (*The instructor will ocourse, give the number of the activity just completed.That number will follow the cue as follows:

PROBE:

Some delay may be exp cted the first one or twotlmesparticipants
co plete PROBE, but generally it is e p cted that training rnay proceed
within a minute of the directions quotea above,

After completing PROBE on the last activity of a module the instructc.-
,directs participants to co ple.te the LOG on the questionnaire by saying,
"Now c e the PROBE LOG by going b

anyYquestionable'

_poss

-Eli I owed

about what you

-
ver your ratings and explain

a sla-,tory', ratings. Pleas64)e..as- specific
hink should =06-chatig-ed- -1,-- Five inutes will -be

this step. _The PROBE instru

PROBES for the co ing modules in place .

ntis th n colic ted, leaving the

Data from PROBE may be key Punched directlY from ,ne questionnaire.
aid columns are indicated next to each response box. The nu ber inside tho

box is pu ched o the colurnn indicated. The results of the data analysis are
displayed in their final form by a custo ake co puter prog



PROBE G n ral Instructions

In order to help us evaluate.EPEC we will need to know how you feel aboutthe EPEC learning activities. You will therefore be asked to respond to the
=PROBE questionnaire at decidnated times during the. course. Please scan yourcopy of the questionnaire, then read the following explanations. They will helpyou understand the kind of information we need.

D-4

THE MEANING OF THE SCALE

1 s p or: you-.believe- this-activity is-outstanding in regard-to
2- _satisfactory:- the activity does not require revision3 = questionable: the activity is almost adequate; you v ould recommendrev.only if resources. permit --

t satisfactory * you strongly recommend that-the activity-.be revised

The meaning of PROBEitems will be illustrated by examining ahypothetical role playing activity. Assiime part of your group had takenassidned roles in a meeting between an administrator who is advocatinga neAr program and several teachers, The teachers were instructed toeither resist or accept the change he advocated. The rest of the classobserved in order to gain the skill of identifying consumer resistanceand 'acceptance behaviors. Assume the activity is now over and youabout to complete the PROBE questionnaire:

hiCh:

re

The cQncoptsills wore relevant: In 014r hypothetical example thecontent included the skill of identifying.consurner resistance andacceptance behaviors. Do you regard this skill as importànt? Ifso, you would check "satisfactory" or "superior"; if not, You wouldcheck "not 'satisfactory" or "questionable" suggesting'the activitybe revised.

In general, this item asks, he content of this _tr-vity, ircludiideas, concepts, principles, skills, etc. , of interest or importanto You or would you agree they are important to the evaluation ofchange?

spresen -,,so_vou- can unde nd i Was .the:._.
-ontent'presented--J_riec.lea ündratridaliàmanner-frmanner-argon and compleiL1es Rememhcr, content inelti-deS- icoas, can-

ee of
.tepts principles,1 skills-, etc. In-our example the content was theskill of identifying consumer resiscance and-acceptance behavi'ors.-Was this skill presented clearly-- or rJild -recommend revisio

T



\Lau eio provided with hcipful fee ba c_k_cAL your _progress: Didyou receive adequate useful information concerning your masteryof the concepts/skills? Were there explicit procedures to remedyweaknesses? Did the feedback procedures facilitate fearningwere they disruptive?

(d) Conditions for Success were suff1jeniyspecjfj: Were all theconditions necessary fcer suCCeSs sUfficiently spelled out? Perhapsyou think there should have been a reading assignnient on observa-tion techniques, or that students need a warm up before they canJump into a role playing-activity. If so, you would check "question-able" or "not satisfactory. The idea is to ask yourself, "whatshould have been done ahead of time to make this activity moresuccessful?"

Ra e a o:

The we the material was receited the methods/rnediausecl: For .this activity you viould rate rolep1ayirig as a way of presenting con-.sumer resis tance-and,acceptance behaviors-i- -Was it appropriate?'Did it work? Were there too many- difficulties? Were instructionsclear? Did you find it enjoyable and stimulating.
The_gualit, of the instruction,
appealing, convenient, durable, etc..

re they ledgible,

The_TaiLt_the earning env e nt: Were the facilitiesappropriate and comfortable? W8s the temperature satisfactoryere you free of noise-and distrac ions? Dii you have enoughme? Was the environment conducive to productive learning?

THE LOG

ative rating The scales above dowhat to change when'you Indic-ate an activity is not satisfactcry orquestionable. Use this space to explain any questionable or not saisf&ctory ratings you give. The more specific you _can be about whatto change, the more uSeful your ratings will be: You will not completethe log after each activity but only after each moduli- (a set of activitiesYou may, however, wish to make a cryptic note to Yourself at the timeyou rate an activity to help you remember what you meant by a rating whenyou complete the log later.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE SC

g_t_i_e_y_gtjj:_fir_s_Lizm§jig Respond quickly to the-Yating scale; 30-40seconds should be sufficient. Time will be saved and your first impressionse oenerally more valid than prolonged reflection.
Please rparicitil_gy2_a_i_tsm: If you have difficulty choosing betweentwo alternatives just check the one that more closely reflects your feelings.If you missed part of .an activity or don't feel y. can rate the activity forsome reason, then don't respond to the questionnaire at all.

Feel free to share your reactions withthe instructor during breakS orer class. Remember, Er:1EG is being evaluated--not you. Your grade willnot be influenced by your ratings.



'Directions: Place your .ratings- in the

boxes under.the.activity.

_just completed...

.. superior..

satisfactoq

7 "que.stionaple

tot .satisfactory'........

A T VITY

37. Please rate tha extent to which:

a, the concepts, kills were rel ant ... *41o#91, 18111'4661

the material was presented so oucan unders and-it..

c. you were provided with helpful feedback on your progres

LiL2igi L.14.1j5q DELLib L25

d. the time alloted was appropriate (rate 2 or, 4 only) ......
Rate als

a the way the material was pr ented the.method media used

f4. the quality of the instructional material

g, the quality of the learning environment

:toff

itqtttIiuIjt ,

LOG: (Explain your negative ratings, Begin yostaternents with the number of the box you are writing about.)



11:MN TOR ROBE

Dir tions:. Place your ratings in the _____
SCALE: 1 r; superior-boxes under the activity

2 satisfactoryjust completed.
3 questionable

:-- not satisfactory

Please rate the extent to which:

a. the concepts/skills were adequately covered...,.

b: participants had the necessary entry behaviors...

7,1Rate also:

c the way the material
was- presented, the methods

Eit

9 2 I

e. th e. appropriateness of the time allotment .

f the quality of the learning environment....

LOG: (Ex`plain your negative ratings)

çci



Module_ Questionnaire

Please rate the extent to which the module's activities formed a wellorganied whole as opposee to being disjointed or isolated with no sense oforder or purpose:

Superior

Satisfac ory

Questionable

Not Satisfactory

Explain:

Do you tfrmnk the : order in which the learning activIties ere present dsatisfactory-?

Satisfa ory

Que tionable

Not Satisfactory

Explain:



OBSERVAT ON SCHEDULE INSTRUCTIONS

_DEFINITION AND EXPLANATION OF TERMS

D-10

tgenda Item

This is the step on the Instructor's Agenda that is currently being ob-
served. Merely write the agenda step number you are observing in the column.

Tince Allotted

Write the number of minutes allotted to this step (as it appears in the
ns uctor's Agenda) .

Time eciird

Record the time (from a clock or stwatch) that the group begins eachj
agenda item Th n the ti e actually consumed for each step can be determined_

a later time.

Substantive Input Provided?

-ob

Respond "yes the instructor provides any substan ve input during the
erved step. Substantive input refers to any concepts, ideas, principles,

skills and the like that relat directly to the material covered. If the instruc-
provides none of this nd o

behaviors then resPond "no.

repeat and.-clarify in

Input but only engages in manageria related
the instructor did nothing more than read,

Lions for exa ple you mild respond "no. _When-
_ ever ybu respond "yes" then n_te under explanations the nature-of the input

rovldedv

9 3



ucto: Control P vided?

1 behaviors-are 1nstructor-1nftiated activities that
.participants s

nfluence ,rotiPid
as to help them accomplish their task :The instructor might

encouraging or reinforcing re a ks whenàrticIpants are on the right
track. He might paraphrase tofacill ate- unde tanding.;._ He might redirect- .

participants when they drift off task-. Respond "y s" whenever the instructor-,

.- provides-any control behdv ors during .the observed-Step that dre riot part of
the instructors:instructions.' _.Then u der eelanations -note-the control be-
-havior -and f possible the situat

no control behavior

on that the instructor is responding to. If

cur, respond "no.

.1C)bjecliVes--- Me

Refer to t objectives of -e chlearning activi1y that you oserve.--; Then---
make judgment 4boUt Whether th y were sa isfactorily met.-- If you thini so,
espond "yes." If one or mare are no

nder comm nts.
and explain the problem

'D via

Repond " ' there are no departures from the instruction.,-provided and
"yes" there are , :nerally other_columns on- the observation..sched le are.'

-intended to catch most departures such as time, and instructor Input, so use,
s column as a catchall for deviations or dis epencies_tha don't fit elsewhere:.-

-Ins uc s a

if it app ars that pa r c:IpIntJ r e able o unders and and fol io c
the u or's inst tions then ite-y s not; wr.ib, "n ' and nato th



problem under exp ana

EXD1a nations and_-Genera om ents

This column has.t- o functions: to exp ain and describe trouble spots
identified in the previous columns, and to record any other notewo thy ob-

ations. In particular any environmental conditions that hindered produ t-
iv.- ess of the group are to be noted here. Include also such things as wrong-.
page numbe s, missing materials and reversed pages.

GENERAL INSTRU

Don't fall behind_

TIONS

important torernain cirtentin your observation so you don't miss.
a d have to rernerr'ber back to past steps It y u i't get all the Information

-.down, make:quick notes of the major points.and fill _hem in.later. leave
.space ) You can use the.tape recorder to catch Inportant exchanges .and corrr-
ments-ta1k int0 it-yourself if you need to get-someththg down fast.

he trios when the se arate

You may not be able to observe every trio but do observ e--take the
tape recorder 'with you if possible, Continue to note trio dopartures from time

-lines and from ins ructions no e any difficulties theY may have.

Obseredesarture conversations

Some of the most important remarks from participants and instructors . viii
come at the conclusion of the moduic. Try to tape record and make c mment
on these.

_7



D-13In general, your job is to capture the essence of wi-rat is happening in
EPEC. Your cinfriTents on problems with the Ot)serv,atioyi#1.Sthedlile and
your task as well as advice On waysto improve them w1l 17e apprecia d.



OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Ohsarver s. name'

Instract1on41. Syst06

.Dat6 Modu1e4

lanation and

97



ESTIONNA RE

This instniment is designed to do
exposed to during EPEC.

Read the EPEC scate carefully, then rate each item according to thecontribution you feel this course made to your competence in that area byrcling the appropriate number.

EP -

Not ApplicableEPEC was not designed to affect student competencein this area.

No Effect-Although EPEC was presu ably designed to affect studentc mpetence in this area, it failed to do sot
.Minimal Effect----EPEC had so_ e_ effect on student competence Ii_.._area.

Large E c EPEC was high y beneflclai in promoting student competencein this area .

omplete astery--As a result of EPEC, students are fully quathis area. ed



4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

2 4

4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

4

1 2 3 4

1 2 4

2 3 4

FINAL QUESTI NNAIRE _

D-16
5 1. Can in erect e fectively with a decision maker in an oval-uatlori setting.

5 2. Can function as a change agent in the educational c lengeprocess.

5 3. Can identify alternative ways to handle a decision situation,uch as "defer to higher authority" or "postpone decision"
5 Can use so e effective group interaction tools uch asbrainstorming, fishbowl and role playing.
5 5. Have developed group obsexvatlon skills
5 6. Can describe the kinds of t ansact On which dcáur betweenadvocates and consumers.

5 7. Can develop elect and use process evaluation insLruments.
5 8 Caca analyze and report major results of data selected il

5 9. Can utilize concepts and skills of giving and receiving eed-back.

5 10 Can determ ne the effectiveness of an implemen ed inno-vation.

5 11, Cail formulate a problem sta ment.
2--3--4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 4

1 2 4

-1 2 4

1 2 3 4

Can-perform a force field analysis
5 13. Can identify strategies or action alternatives from a forcefield analysis.

5 14. Can install a specific educational change
5 15. C n explain the difference between Installing an innov- -tion and evaluating the insta1lat4_on of an innovation.

5 6.. :Can lis:t and-describe advocate

5 17. Can list and des

S 18 Can de

5

t gies.

ribe organizational characteristics.
ribe the role of the proc ss evaluator.

19. Can evaluate the process

100

f educational change.



D-172- 3 4 5 20. Can identify the kinds of decisions an evaluator se ices.
7.1 2 3 4 21. Can describe an inneivation in terms of innovation charact-eristics.

4 22. Can and describe the levels of ace nee of an nne;7-vation.

2 3 4 23. Can list nd describe he s ages of adoptio an nnova-,---
,-

tion.

4 5 24. Can a sess the level of acceptance of an innovation.
2 3 4 5 25. Can as ess the stage of adoption of an inndvaLion.
2 3 4 26. Can list and describe consumer acceptance and resis ancebehaviors.

1 4 5 27. Can recognize consumer acceptance and resistance be-haviors in human interaction
2 3 4 5 28. Can assess the extent of consumer acceptance and is-tance toward an innovation.



You have accepted a position as process evaluator for an elemcn ary principalwho is implementing a new reading program! Describe what you would do inthis situation.





TABLE.

MODULE- --SUMMARY
Data Indicating- Revision is -Necessary

7 Element

Conten

Objectives
Environrnenta
Conditions

Med a

:Eeedback

Time

Placement

:Data indicate tria
l-Insufficient_ Data .

Nat Applicable

,-rtic pant Data 'from

TABLE A-1
TABLE A-2
TABLE A-3
'DISPLAY A-1

structor Data from the Instructor PROBE and

bserver Data from the Observation Srhedule
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TABLE A-1

.PROBE Summary: Module

Proportion Checking Satisfactory or Superior

Variable

Relevant Understand
Eriviroarnental

Conditions
Media
Method Mater als



Participant 0 7Ended Rornarks Mo_iule.-

aivity Variable Participant Remarks

7



--TABLE"A

6..2;L:CL

Relevant Undeistar,ld

Frequency tistribution).i I

"Vrr

-Su'perfoi

Satisfactory. .

Questionable :

Not Satisf,

Superior

Ali".Harc I a.



TABLE A-3

Module Questionnaire Frequency Distribution Module

Rating

Superior

Satisfactory

uest onable

Not Satisfactory

Variab e

ntinuity. P ace ent

=_







-71

TABLEiB- 1

r- r uky girikV
_ r

412

C oatent
Environmental

Conditions 4
.Entry:

Behaviors





Activity

Observation Data: Module

Time

Description Match

Variables 'Needing Attention

Substantive
Content

Provided?

Inst:uctor
Control

Provided'?

Objectives

Met?

nstructions"

_ Clear? ,

Other

Deviations



TABLE

Attendance Record_

Date'
-Part"- -ant

01 02 04 5

4

6



Test Site Information



DISPLAY

List of Participa.

E-16

Trio* Business Phone Home Phone

Trio#2





STAGE 1: ANALYSIS FORMS

Complete the data analysi orms in the following sequence:

Table Provide. a .frequency distribution andcumulativé percentage Ws
= tribution-Tol-the participant PROBE ratingslfor

Table A-1: -For each variable of each activity provide the cumulative per-
centage at the satisfactory level as obtained from Table A-2.

Disjolay A-1. List the participants"- comments from PROBE and the Module
Questionnaire grouped according.to variable and activity.

Table A-3: Provide a frequency distribution of participant responses to the
Module Questionnaire.

Table A75: List each performance test item along with the number of parti-
cipants responding to the item, the number of correct responses and the per
cent of correct responses..

Table A-4:- Provide a frequency distribution of _total_ scores.

Table B 1: Provide a frequency distribution of Instructor PROBE ratin s for
each activity.

Display List the com ents fro the Instructor PROBE grouped by element
and activity.

Table C-_2: Provide the-information called for by the column headings (enter
yes, or no) for those agenda items needing attention. Under the ,heading-"time

--mateh'! indicate the time discrepancies for agenda items, forexample,, +10
Minutes or -15 rninUtes.

z Table O- Condense-the information in Table-C-2 so as to summarize the
resUlts by activity, as opposed to an agenda_ item summary.

-Displa -2: List the_observer's comm nts grouped by agenda item.

'STAGE 2: ECAMINING THE ELE
_

ENTS OF ACTIVITIES

,..
Identifyithe criterion varia of interest to-the particiilar element tinder

-'eXamination., (Table D provides a list of-the'criterion variables p6rta1ninT-2_.,

,each-61,6-slearning actfi.iiti,'s4lehields.



Criterion Variable

=1 _Substantive content of the LA:

must not be provided by the instructianal manager -.f proVided contentrOf'

b. should be perceived by partiofpants-as 'relevant: . :positive response15%

'Itir.osa of -the'LA. (none)
.

TABLE D

1nformatIon Sourtes for the Data Analvs s

Decision Ru1 Q

PerfOrmance-based biapciives of he LA:

a ;:must beattained

4 Media and Methods of the LA:

a..must be perceived'as satisfactory by

1, participants,

2, the instructional manager.

, b, must be implemented as specified.

5; Mdterials of the LA:

a..must be perceived by participants as acceptable*

b; must be perceived by the Instructional manager

as appropriate

5. min Erivirontrit JAcitalionf: of the LAI

- a. -must be perceived:as implementea by the observer

b.must be perceived.as necessaiy and sufficient by

1-, the observer,

-2, the instructor, and

3, the participants,

'I; rust be ;ierceived--as necessary, sufficient and rnet

1. the observer, and .

2 the .instructional manager

A

,

Per Cent (x?.90%)90%

affirmative response85%

affirmative response

f deviations4

affirmative responsea85%'

affirmative response

f Oepartureg.

f reported problems4

affirmative response:

affirmative responSez85%

f reported problem4

affirmative iesponie-

Table C- Displa
-.

Table A -1 Display A 71:

Table A-4

Table A-1 Display A-1-

Table B-1 Display 13-1,`

Table C-2 Display C-1-

Table A-1.

Table B-1 'Display 1

Display_C-

Display C-1

Table B-1 Display' B-1

Table A-1 Display-A-1,

.Table pisrplay-,c7,

.,Table :r DisplaY

test criteria for a breakdown of this category.



TABLE D (cont.)

Criterioa Variable

8 Time allotment of the Lirth'

a. must correspond-with the actual time consumed

b. must be perceived as appropriate by

1_,_partic.inents, and

2..,itistructional !wager

9 Feedback Procedures of the LA:

a, must be perceived by participants as adequate

and'not"disniptive

10 Placement of the 1,A;

a, must be perceived by participants as appropriate

in terms of sequence and continuity

.Pgrgillinl

f d1screpanciesr-0
Table C-2 Display C-1

.affirMative reSponse285%
Table A-1 Display.A-1_

affirmative response 85% .

affirmative response 85%

Table A-1 Display A-1

Table A-3 D4splay
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Example: For elemen , "Substantive Content of the LA" the first criterion
variable is "must not be provided by the instnictional manager."

B. Locate the relevant data from the analysis_fo ms for the cr terion variable
being examined. (Table D lists the analysis forms containing the data appro-priate for each criterion variable)

-
-

Example: For the criterion variable selec ed Table D refers the evalu&tor
Table C-1 and Display C-1. Here he will find data pel-taining to the first

tC . Review the data available and determine _whether the criterion
according to the decision rule specified in Table D.

-L-

Exam le: An examination of Table C-1 will -reveal either a "ye " or i_Tho"under the heading "substantive content orovided:?"--- .

D. If the criterion was met, zproceed to the =next criterion variable of the
element being examined and repeat steps A through C. When exdmination
of a particular element is completed and all criteria were in6t, then enter a

= "+" in the appropriate cell of Table 1, the module summary.

Example _Under the heading"substantive content 'provided?" a "n has been
entered. The decision-rule in Table D states that the criterion is met if thefrequency of substantive-contentTprovided-during-the-activity-is-zero: Since
no substantive content was provided the criterion is met. Therefore, the
evaluator proceeds to the second criterion yariable under the element "sub-
stantive content of the LA," which is, "should be perceived by participants
as relevant, " and repeats steps A, B and C. If this criterion variable is also
-satisfactory the evaluator enters a "+" in Table 1 of the module report under
the column of the activity being considered and in the row headed "content.
He then proceeds to the next element "Performance-based objectives of the
LA," and repeats steps A through D again.

E. If during step C, the criterion was not met, then instead of a "+", enter
the appropriate code number in Table 1. The code number represents the analysis
form that contains the information suggesting'revision is needed. :-The key to the

_codb-is displayed at the bottom of Table_1 Providing this coded entry in Table 1
allows someone reading the module report to locate the source of any data sugL- gesting a need to revise an activity.

Example: If, under the column of Table C-1 headed -"substantive content
provided?" the eValuator found a "yes" for the activity under consideration,
.then he would enter in Table 1 a "7 ", the code for Table C-1-.

If it is not poisible to determine from the data obtainéd-whether thecniterion
s met then a "-" should be entered in thQappropr ate cell of Table 1 indicating
nsufficient data.-



There_ may also be times when a particUlar element does not applY to.theactivity u'nder consideration'. In this -event,-- an N/A should be .enteredin Table' 1.

G. Whenever a criterion..is. not Met and there is evidence suggest ng revision,-
that eVidence._sh-ould be dismissed-in-the text_ of. the:modulereport. This_discussion' should -summarize.a.nd _evaluate the-strength of the evidence for
revi.-siO1.4,An effort _should-be made to relate other .obtained_information'.to....
the.Lcase...being -considered-in-.order to -better' understand-the-natureTrol:the7prOblern-.
The .evaluatormight.listen't0 the tape recording of the activity, -for example,.
to- get. a -betteridea_ as to what.-is not-satisfactory. . He. sh_ould also.:.discuss anyopen7ended remarks -that relate_ to the- problem..-_ If:- there are argumentS.against--
'revision of _the activity,_-.thesQ-also. should be considered... An.effort_ should be ..,.--made-to- explain What is caLising-the. problem wheneverthis 'has implications._
orhow. theactivity might be improved.

The final step is to recommend how. _he ac ivity might be revised_.t0H-
..treng.then it or alleviate-the- problem -, :or even. to --recommend that the 'evidence

is not .sufficient to.warrant revision.

MODULE REPORT CONTENTS

po t should begin with the following opening paragraphs:

The results of this module are summarized in Table 1. Each
activity-is considered in terms of its component characteristics
or elements, that is, the activities content, objectives,
rnaterials, etc. A + indicates that no evidence was obtained
_o süggest: the element of the specified activitY needed to be

-revised. One or more digits indicates that there is evidence-
suggesting the activity be revised. The digits are codes that
refer the interested reader to data summaries and comments' in
ApperidiX A' that constitute the evidence for revision. The code,
and instructions for its use, also appear in Appendix A.

In the following discussion we will dispense with considerat ion
of activities judged OK and consider the evidence-for and 'against
revision of_the remaining activities.

Table 1 follows the above paragraphs. The next section of the report is the
Discussion and Recommendations. This section should be organized by learning
activity, and within learning activities it should be organized bcr element..

_

The last section of the report is a summary of the recommendations. The
_an'alysis forms-are included as Appendix A and the raw data.is included as

- Appendix B.

2
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c7,7nd1. rIcrx

1-1

an-expelimenrinvolves collection of treatment

treatment levels or traa =ant combinations), a

'Unction of experi .- 1 units, and-an explicit plan for assigning

.c

condition units. purposes of exposition, we can

_hose in which time pLays an Important r le and

not. Time may enter into the experimental plan
. _ _ _

Fo_ example, 1) at some point during a sequence of

repeated men surements of the experimental unit a treatment condttjon

be introduced, as in trend analysis, the experimental material

A w be successively exposed to

and mc4

_al pre-specified treatment conditions

,d after each-, as when assessment of order or residual effects

f interest, 3) treatment conditIons may be administered to experimenta

uiits over time in such a way that previous treatment eondicLons and

are used in determining the tre bnent conditiens_whichresponse them

follov. Note that ir examples two and three t atment condition re

admtnistered over time. But in the second example the exact treatme t

conditions a e deterMined a priori, while in example three, they a

determined during_the-experiment as

For convenience, we label the three e

-ulating data.

instances of .re_p_aated

measurement serial and .9et_raltatia2... designs, respectively .

The pre ent research is concerned with sequential experimer,

Experimental designs which are sequential in natur_ require that the

experimenter
)

consider both how the ensuing treatment conditions will-be

changed or adjusted and how th process will be discontinued,,
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a "stopping rule". Sequential experiments can be di-:erentiated

one another by considering whether a formal or informal procedure

is used when adjusting treatment conditio- whether the stopping rule

is formal or informal, whether or not re :han one factor is used

(i.e. multifactor experiment employing several different treat ents))

whether the independent variable or dependent variable is continuous

or discrete, and by considering the purpose of the procedu es (e_.;,.

locating maxima). (For-:a general review and bibliography of recent

work on experimentil dasign, including the topics dealt with here, see

Herzberg and Cox (1969). For a current review of_the design of sequential

experiments, see Chernoff (1975). Wetherill (1975) provides a useful

Introduction to the subject of our paper).)

Examples of applications of sequential designs are not p ent ful

the educational research literature. Meyer (1963) presents an

application of response surface methodology. This methodology is seen

as sequential in nature by Chernoff and by Wetherill.° Response surface

designs are factorial in nature, employing several quantitative indepen-

dent variables. The dependent variable is often assumed continuous

and a polynomial function of the independent variables. Purposes of

these designs include locating maxima or estimating parameters of the

polynomial. Decision rules which specify the "design points" to use

in the next stage and when to stop the process tend to be informal.

In contra to response surface methodolo y are stochastic

approximation techniques in which a single continuous independent

'yariable i_ investigated and where values of that independent var able

are determined formally as a function both of the preceding values and

. ___
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the responses that were obtained when they were administered. A technique

due to Robbins and Monro (1951) is an example. Its ; purpose is to find

that value of_the independent variable, gay 0, such that the expected

value of the depenJent variable given 0 is equal to some predetermined

consTant.

Out research invest gates two examples of the Robbins7Mon o

process and three variant procedures which were motivated by it; Muth

of the previous research in this area has been focused on asymptotic

properties. Chernoff (1975) gives a brief and readable review of this

work. Of particular interest here is a paper by Hodges and Lehmann

(1956) because it suggests asguming a linear relationship between the

independent and dependent variables and al

pare eter is known. While these t

assumes that the slope

o cenditions would seldom be met in

practice, their theoretical and numerical re ults provide a basis o_

comparison for empirical findings.

The Robbins-Monro procedure has been, modified by some researchers

so that two values of the independent variable are employed at each

step (_ . see Venter (1967)). This procedure has certain advantages,

but only the case in which a single value of thE independent variable

is used at each step is studied here.

Pre ently, we know of no application of Robbins-Monro procedures

in an educational experiment. However, the technique has been applied

to a measurement problem by Lord (1,971a, 1971b) Those two papers

de 1_ with quantal responses, a subject not dealt with here. (For

this reason and because we did not want to define the values of the

independent vat able a priori_ we have not considered. the "Up and Down"
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method of stochastic approximation.) The present area of inveatigat on

has similarities with sequential estimation, but also some important

differences_ For the:estimation problem only the "stepping rule

need be considered, for np independent variable is manipulated.-
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_The Problem

Assume that the experimenter goal is that the valne:n- a

particular population mean is to be changed from_ its p esent value,

6, to a different-valu- For example, a population of adults may on ,

the average score 6 100 on a p rticular standardized reading test_

and the goal is to increase that average to a i= 116. :the experimenter

-has in mind a treat-ent variabl- (say, number of hours of individual

tutoring)_which he knows can affect the average reading--scere,-but the

exact nature of the relationship

unknown.

"mean "

-.or treat ent conditio

value of the reading

between reading score and:,,tutoring is

other words, the "end is known but not the specific

and therefore, _he apptop iate value of,the independent variable,

must be found. More formally the expected

core function of the independent-variable,

E(y) (x), and the experimenter wishes to determine that

of the independent,variable

pecific value

0, for which E(y) im a, or 1(y(

For present purpo es it is assumed,

hen.E(y(x)).

an initial Value x

hat if x then. E(y(x)),

Given thin situatjon the,experimenter can select

and thereafter choose the value of the independent

variable as x
n

- a
n
( - a). The a selec

several characteristics, the most intuitively iiDortant of which

a_,-E)0 as n--7 "at LL suitable rate" One possible def1ni.tion is-a

-1
If appropriate a

n
arechosen, suchAs -,11obb ns and

n-

x
n

The experimenter

have

that-,

1

_anro(1951) proved

of course, must have _o e feel'for the
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speed of convergence-, and how this convergen=e is affected bY th.e

choice of _
1

, the relationship between E(y(x)) and x, and the density

-of y(x). He also must'have some idea of when..to_ top the experiment tion.

Most of the results in the-literature toJdate, hOwevar, are asymptotic

in nature, with relatively little work being done on stoppi g rules

(Chernof f (1975) offers no citations, but sea Farrell (1962)) The

literature, aa it-appears to us, .provides little if any practical

guidance for the experimenter.



Methods

Initial results were obtained with an interactive empirical approach

using computer simulation techniques on a Ame-shared CDC Cyber 74.

Many computer runs were made as the researchers sought to understand

the importance of the numerous parameters which can be considered. Follosring

this first phase of computer runs, during whieh all thevalues produced

from a single sequential experiment were ofte- observed, more traditional

Monte Carlo experiments w- -e Performed, replicating the experiments a

number of times to obtain estimates of how the procedures operate

"in the long run". In sumiary, the apProach used combined both an inte

actiVe search during which the researchers observed the behavior of

various functional relationships during a single replication And more-

traditional "fixed" type of experiments in which a number of replicationa

of an-experimental situation were made to obtain stable eatitators.

All pseudo random numbers were obtained.from eIther NORMAL-or

which are a nor al (N) random number generator and a un

random number generator, respectively. One thousand random numbers

were generated per each call of these routines and following generation

they were i -ediately perm-ted bY an ihdepende t randomization proCedure,

using the program PERMUTE. All routines a _ maintained by the

University of Minnesota Computer Center.-

10
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Design

The model for the random variable y was y az, where

1 _ 2
B_x +- 8-

3
and where, is

independently identically distributed e: her as N(0.01;0i.
y.x

Following the interactive search in which many par -etric specifications

and stopping rules were studied, certain choices of parameter- and

rules were made for the more standard type of Monte Carlo inVestigation.

These included:

1
Four definitions of a They were an , wheren, na"

e no

the first derivative of f(x) evaluated a the usual slope

estimator, and s
k

IE z
k

k 1NT[s/c - where c 0 and eveni
1

2-i = j

max(1, n c + 1) and zn = 1 if y(xn < a,

(INT means "integer part of " ) For the procedure employing 0,

1
a
n n

for n < 20 and otherwise. In definition a
/1 n

nO

a "finite memory" is introduced into the approximation protess and

successively positive or negative values of 7 (x ) - a cause larger
n n-

adjustments x
n than is the-cnse with the other definitIons. Both

and B are random variables and this results in a va ant-of the

-Robbins- onro.procedure in that it-assumes the a' to b_ "a fIxed sequence



2. T_22_§1.2p2Lig.nrules. They were

R1: Step if n 0 and if a contained In
y.x

^
(where = 6 13x n- 200.

y.x n

R2: Stop if n >20 and, considering the last 20 values of z, if

Ez 9, 10, or 11, :-4 the numbe of "runs" is 9- 10, 11 12, or 13, or_

if n = 200.-

3. :Three sets.of 50, ty They were [100 .14142,--0

_[100, 34641, 0, 0[,:and [100 ,12686 .0058512 -7.000023767].

0]

Twcv_conditional variances They: ere = 100 and 25._
y.x

Most "final' expariments=were baked on 500 replications.
1

Based on these

replications, the mean and va iance we e computed for

n 30, 50, 100 steps and foi both rUles R1 and R2. Additionally, for

both rules the mean and:variance of:the number of-steps needed-to stop:-

were also computed.

x ) a

1
as included in the experiment because it AS suggested in

Robbins and toaro's original paper.- Hedges and Lehmann provide

1
on a = -hen the regression i_ In

nal

esults

act linear, and it has cer ain

optimal characteriatiA and therefo e was included A

comparisons. In discussing the preceding

. tha "In the stochastIc ap

no prior knowledge of 0 t

a basis for

rk Chernoff 1975) remarked

oximation case using sequences a rhere
n n

nsure that c 8 Howeve as data
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accumulate one would hopefully obtain a_satisfattory estimate o_ 0

providing_the suceessive xn a e not too close_to tech other 70)

We interpreted these comments to mean that when one_has ':ufficien
11

_infoatit would tatimatt-6 uting:the leaat squares estimato--

41

-eaults démonatratéd _that the instah lity of 8 for small n

'tituted e ratio a

procedure a

procedure

uatments andpoor convergence. -This lead to the

1
o

n

'developed during t

It seemecUreasonable to specify

larger adjustments if E(yn(x)._

.only:the 7nN

19a
n

thereafter.

_

The a iu
n

e interactive part of the present research.

n adjustment procedure-which would =Ake

era

a and_ teking_c

judged te be large:. 'Considering_

the patte +4-4-) or

6, for patterns like or 7 7-

:and for pat-e thtwo pluses:and:two minuses,

adjustment assumes that the error distributions are

Thls type o_

it so tht

the-probability ofá plus a x e Is During the interactive phases--
h

-.,

o_ this reeearch, c E, 4 and t il. _10 Were found to:work well.:

Stopping rule R1 employs the standard confidence interval for

estimating u . ..This teemed t reasonable approach to consider, especially _

1
when a is employed. The confidence c

n8

iient, p used was This

valuewas chosen during,the interactive phase on the basis 9 ._perfo- nct.

Stopping rule:R2:comet from reason_ng similar to::that-used in .

developing the s procedure At x: - 0, for syetric :e o distrIbuions





Tab

not reported. but

est

the results that generally,

In a

the

-ns where

onship-betwe

with c does as veil as or better than
=

dly better when there

_he t'depettdent and dependent variables

colzns 1 and 2 af Tables 1-7 In a

rmin th behavior a od start "

x- -,ro-cc-Ju

e. th.e eperinenta r ported Ln Table 8 ere carried out,

-bl- well under these circstanes



on is available, one might _profitab choose one of _-

urea udied, NeitherR1 nor R2 is uniformally betier=with--_
respect ta bias and number of steps to stop.-_-There also appears to be_

s

d'interaction with the def_nition of a and this co
_

==,

--=-instances. Here we din-only recomMend that one make-a

dates

-about conditions and use:that stopping- rule which would be



=ational Signific

application forential area Tochaatic approximation

that of formativeevaluariou! Stochaatio approximation can Suggest

values of the independènt variable_which would attain prograiMmatic

gOals and this information could be=fed to persons directly involved_

in prograM:development Within the framework developed by Sanders and
_

Cunningham (19.74) itechastic_approximation could provide "external

Information" for 'formative interto evaluation activities When a

tive evaluation is planned, perhaps using one of the_ more stardard

ntal designs,-deiign points can be chosen in fhe regio- suggested

through sequential'experimeniation, thereby increasing the likelihood

the p ogram WillAemonstrate it effectivene

In general,-

que'in any_aTa-rwhere individuals have a goal firmly in mind but_

chanfic approximation would appear to be a useful

-ent knowledge of-the-independent Variable to design-an

ore tradiab-hal. experiment. Education is goal oriented,

and infotmatien abouthowto achieve a goal is often more important than,-

Elay, information about the exact nature of the relationship=between an

independent and dependent variable. _ Stochastic approximation can provide

usefulinforr

over

about an independent variable,,even-when,its defined
_

bread =ange of_values, whileTrequiring relatively few subjects

:for lts_itplementation.



Table-1

Mean and Var_ance of the-Bias at 30 Steps Where xi

-

4100,.12686,.0058512,
_-.0000237671 _

100
-.49

160.93

.38

177.75

-.13

27 18

.20
.._

29.84

-.96

12.85

-.79

14.54

25

-.19

40.85

.24

44.77

-.08

6 81

.10

7.46

-.53

3.39

-

3.81

-9.7 -9.25 -6.57 -6.68
100

27.65 32 .02 - 20.82 _ 22.91

-61.27 -60.96 -9.46 -9.62 -6.48 -6.36
25

20.48 7.69 7.62 4.74 5.59

-44.86 -41.86 -5.6 -4.55 =314 -2.36

100
1436.76 1385 58 140.41 180.92 108.84 188 8

6.23
-

-35.41 -5.72 57 -3.07 =310
25

490 . 86 577.45 65.93 51.08 43.88 50.6P,'

-1.92 -3.58 .42 .02 -18 _
,

100
k 298.62 452.01 72 .73 97.26 44.55 61 85

2---(c
-.88 -.98 .44 .19 .

25 .

71.44 ,.- 96.15 18..46- 22.93 10.77 14.73

-10.85
!

-17.03 -.81 -1.93 -. .

100 .

i s
k 835.47 764.57 110.47 i 87.05 47.69 49.2

n _ .37 =198 -.67 -.75 -.1 .26

25
378.17 419.80 24.05 25.86 24.08 11.04

t_
-_For-Tahles 1-8-the upper number-in_each dell ia the,mean and the lowe -number

. , _ _
ii: .the Variance i.__

-
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Table 2

Mean and Variance-of the Bias at 50 Stepc Wbere x/ 4

_

[1-00,.141420,0]

2 2--
y.x .x

100

100

25

100

25

.100

-10)

4'

.18

23;66

- 56.87

62.61

- 56.92

16.49

-20.43

1036.14

-1.48

157.02

-.46

40.04

-7.93

476.52,

y.x

.34

109.69

.20

27.54

-56

69.82

-56.61

17.82-

-22.29

994.74

U.AN

2

[100"34641,0

.17

-15.75

.08

.94

- 8.02

20.59

7.92

- 1.38

158.51

.3

169.92

-1.99

262.19

47-

58.47

-12.07

51341

-1.81

229.20

7

39.42

.27

9.83

-.38

54.41

y.x

.16

35

.08

4.59_

-7.69

23.88

- 8.04

5.88

[100,12686,0058512,
.000023767]

- 2-e-N (0
2

0 cr,
y.x y

-5.04

13.69

-4.98

3.12

-5.17

15.49

-4.88

3.67

- 1.51 -.63 -.6

104.35 33.50 67.36

. 47 -1.4

12.84 13 5

. 26 - 4

50.39

11

13.56

-1.36

46.98

2

12.72

2

4

6.11

0

6 5

33.99

.0T

8.22

22.28

72
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_y.x

Mean and Variance-of the Bias x-
n

100,.14142,0,0)

- t.1),(02.0
y.x

so

at=100-Stepa Where-x

(100,.34641-0,0] [100,.12686i.0058512,
-4000023767]

c-11(0
2 2

0.41(0,0 evii(0,13y.x
y.

100

1
ne'

0

25

48.75 58.39

.16

8.14

.01

9 75

-.16

3.56

7

4.65

.19

12.20

-51.56

53.31

.01

14.63

.08

2.03

.00

_
2.44

-.11

.95

-.1

1.08

100

-51.46

5'..95

-6.31 =

13.19

-6

15.68

.53

7.21

-3.63

8.4

25

-51.56

13.64

-51 .36

14.56

-6.2()

3.50

-6.28

_ 3.83

-3.48
%

1.71

73.42

2.07

100

25

-8.62

333.15

-9.9

308.16

-.43

44.44

-.40

34.35

16

8.90

-10.44

74.54

-10.67

71.06

-1 39

7.19

-1.5

5.60

-.50

3.08

8

3 . 0

100
k
s
--- (c=4)

-.28

4

-1.03

115.32

.25

21.10

15

27.90

.09

11.89

_

-

19.31

-27

28.79

05

5.08

-.04--

6.84

-.05

25--

100
k

s
---e=10)

-5.75

227.50

-7.97

299 75

-.35

19.40

61

35.03

.04

11.50

-lC29-

14

n

25
1-.40

-1.61_

113.45

.00

5.18

-.06

8.52

.12

2.98

.7.

3.1



Table:4

Mean and Variance,o_ the Bias
n

When

'Stopped with Parametric Rule (R1 ) Where ta 4

100;.14142,0,0)

c-N(0072
y.x y.x

2
y.x

]-3

[100-,-.34641;00]'

o-N(0,a
2

y.x

100, .12686, .0058512;;T:I'L
-.000023767]

e-11(0,-o
2

Y-x

100

25

-.70

237 97

.66

265.39

-.17

40.34 44.80

-1.07

38.41

-1.09

21.33

---n
-.25

60.46

.40

67.14

-.10

10.08

.16

11.18

-.49

4.75

.

, 5.50

-47.45 -46 62. .-7 82 -7.49 -4.42 -4.54
00

61.09 49.33 23.91 24.05 .57 14.73

n -46.58 -46.76 -4.94 -5.04 -2.60 -2.54

25 * * *

11.45 12.53 2.87 2 70 1.38 1.26

-14.39 -12.61 -5.28 -5.11 70 -2.56
100

1
924.61 1000.61 78.38 96.76 44.00 47.93

-

n6 -5.16 -5.46 -2.04 - .92 -.68 .74

25 ,

112 84. 71.87 13.92 12.36 5.93 3.91

-2.36 -4.32 .06 .41 - 80 -1.15

100
ks-

352.92 460.81 59.17 67.44 28.71 32.94

n
.-.32-.89 -1.20 .10 .22 -.65

-91.96 110.92 14.93 15.90 8 7.61

-13.25 -14.75 -1.91 -2.41 - . 42 -.71
100

s 498.27 502.03 77.19 69.56 32.00 33.87
n

-1.88 -1.79 -.48 -. .42 .39

25
129.16 114.31 14.53 17.57 8.27 8.20

-* --r
The estimates in these cells are based on 100 replications-instead_of 500.



-Table 5

ean and-Variance-Of the Number cif Steps

When Stopped with Parametric Rule (R1) Where x = 4
_

a-
n

[100,.14142,00]::

[130 3
-]

(100,.34641,0 0]

y. X

1100,--".12686; 0058512,

,-.000023767

E-41(0;c1
2

)

-Yoe-

100

1

20.18

2.37

20.21

1.79

20.13

1.30

20.18

1.54

23.13

33895

22.23_

194.-61

..--
nB'e

25

20.17
_

2.07

2013.

1.08

20.18

2.33

20.14

1.09

26.28

622.57

24.96

464.60
,

100

n

25

196.44

627.30

24

309.76

87.64

7087.82

85.30

__7003.51

92.26

7320.44

95 61

7372.14

200.00
*

0.00

200.00
*

0.00

191.49

1393.06

196.05

572.69

191.22

1416.44

194.62
*

622.76

-

100

1

89.66

5019.12

-93.18

5523.06

28.76
.

788.86

30.11

1132.37

8.78

695.83

29.03

716.53-
-

177.87

2849.49

178.

2840.74

76 5

2214.93

82.71

2414.49

8 21

1589.28

0 39

1468.92

0

sk
- (c=4)
n

25

24 86 27 53

610.14

25.68

210.39-

26.46

262.41

26 02.

165.28

27.16'

228.267

25.03

477.47

27 37

711.50

25.50

155..27

26.75

213 57

25.87

137.34

28 97

405.82

100
k

s
--- (c=10)

53.20

3807.48

65.79

5113.46

24.32

399.95

25.61

492.67

23.96

250.35

26.59

654.13

n

25
83.42

6015.15

111.00

6715.59

27.24

775.31

29.

1136.49

27.01

777.34

26.12

,

646.42
-

e estimates in these cells are based on 100 replications instead of 500.



Table_6

Mean and Variance of the Bias (xn - 8) When

Stopped with Nonparemetr Rule (R2)- Where xi

[100..14142,0,0]

02 e-NO 2

y.x y.x

-.2
100

100

25

173 5

44.00

-48.05

42.17

-46.74

11.18

100
526.20

_-9.7_

56-;80

=4

100

25

100

-.46

242..88

-.04

61.75

8.11

91.91

.49

138.40

[100 4641,0,0] [100,.12686,.0058512,
-.000023767]

c.-U(0,J-) - 0, 0 E.--N(0,a
2

y.x Y.

.0

179.81

-.01

29.40

.07

29.87

- 94

12.59

44.88

.00

7.34

.03

7.48

-;44

3 42

750.04 -7.75 -8.02 -4.68

J,51.09- 16.73 25.63 11.06

1-46;54- 76.17 _ 77.01 -3.66

12.08 3.10 4.97 1.75

-14.57 -2.86 -3.25 -1.55

631.61 54 60 84.38 18.48

-11.74 -2 53 - -1.48

82.45 8.40 11.26__ 4.10

.53 -.20 -.47

453.42 77.44 06.10 ' 46.65

.49 .07 .12_

92.97 16.49 25.41 10.77

_712.36 -.34 -1.73 .29

-502.21 42.68 64.64 30.43

71.48 _ .00 -.12 .61

215.96 10.91 16.19 6.55

23

ovU(0,c;

1

30.35

5._9

-.2_

52

7.37



Mean and-Variance of the Number of Steps

en,Stopped with Nonparametric Rule (R2) Whre

100,-.12686,.

I --..000023767]

2
c-41(0,u

100

1
nBT

25

32.42

226.32

31.79

187.77

32.40

223.18

31.86

187.39

35.06

294.07

3.45

247 . 42

32.60

224.71

31.98

187.41

_32.60

224 71

31.98

187.41

34.81

240.51

33.31

237.54

173.71 136.65 61.13 50.38 60.90 48.90-

100 ,

2234.70 3301.21 1369.02 917.82 131359 . 756.51 ,

200.00 199 66 112.97 84.67 101.78 79.81

25 ,

0.00 34.43 2832.98 1962.52 2279.99 1652
.
54

i

84.30 70.84 51.21 43.98 47.11 44.0

100 ..

1188.04 999.99 1039.26 681.22 596.34 642.90

n8 110.54 94.07 66.81 57.02 59.28 53.6

1751.84 1258.61 _718.70 614.92 536.85 471.00

-
39.48 36.76 31.71 30.31 30.70 30.02,

100
k 365.17 341.61 203.34 156.66 191.41 172.76

s-(c=4)
n 36.85 36.51 35.16 31.93 31.08 30.98

239.20 297.97 310.12 171.47 140.91 162.65 .

58.92 54.05 39.62 36.75 35.52 35.71,.
100

k
s

)

994.45 745.88 431.32 358.61 307.83 340.59

64.00 59.23 39.79 37.49 7.07- 34.8
25

1192.78 953.26 407.40 1. 324.22 364.19



Table 8

Means and Variances Acre x.8and c-N(0,o
2

400)

0 1

Bias (x
n-0)

at 30 steps

Bias (x -a)
n

at 50 steps

Bias (x -0)
n

at 100 steps

Bias (x -3)
n

when stopped

with R1

No. of steps

when stopped

with R1

Bias (x -0)
n

when stopped

with R2

No, of steps

when stopped_

wIth R2

1

---r
nB

6

[100,.14142,0,01

,

k

-.11-(c4)

1-7
n6

6

[100,.34641,0,0]

-.49

160.93

.30

93.84

.

48.75

-.88

235.51

20,33 , 22

1.11 172.67

3259

222.70

,

.10

234.71

; .10

148.69

.39

77.78 243.27

23
'

82

80.88

-: 5

232.17

33.11

289 16

II

-.13

27.18

.17

15.75

.16

8.14 .

-.26

39.86

20.30

1.07

-.0

29.24

.32.57

219.56

.25

72.55

_

.17

36.14

.08

19.10

-.06

63.29

25.45

176.93

.66

77.57

30.56

'203.33

.,4
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-The original plan was to have 500 replications for each set o_ ,

1
conditions, however,given the value of x

1
used here, a - converged

n n
--

slowly and for some conditions the rule "stop if_ n 200" was used

virtually every replication. We decided to use only 100 replications

hese instance and those runo are noted in the-tables.

this:quote i defined in the same way as the

in the-definition


